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Radial Transport and Detachment
in the University of Manchester Linear System
ABSTRACT OF THESIS
submitted by Lorenzo Trojan for the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
at the University of Manchester
The role of cross field transport and volume recombination are of vital importance
for a satisfactory understanding of the plasma edge in magnetically confined devices
such as a Tokamak. Plasma fluctuations may travel cross field with significant veloci-
ties and play a central role in plasma transport. Cross field transport has been seen to
be anomalous in most devices under a very broad range of experimental conditions. In
recent years a clear indication of the relation between fluctuation, cross field particle
transport and recombination has been reported.
The University of Manchester Linear System (the ULS) has been used to observe
the Balmer emission of the recombining plasma interacting with a dense neutral Hy-
drogen gas. The ULS is a device made of a cylindrical vacuum vessel 1.5 m long and
15 cm in radius. The plasma is formed in a separate chamber by a duoplasmatron
source in the Demirkhanov configuration; the arc current was limited to 15 A and the
potential drop was 100 V. The device is surrounded by a linear solenoid which was
used to magnetize the plasma. The highest magnetic field was .1 T. Typical electron
temperature in the device spans .1 to 10 eV, and the density 1. 1016 to 5 1019 m−3.
Diagnostic includes Langmuir probe and visible spectrometers. In addition, the Di-
vCam imaging system originally designed and built to obtain 2D images of the MAST
spherical Tokamak Scrape Off Layer, was used. The DivCam imaging system has en-
abled to obtain high resolution images of the plasma emission when interacting with
the neutral gas. It appears evident that the Electron-Ion Recombination is strongly de-
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pendent upon radial transport of plasma particles: light emission attributed to EIR is
only observed at a large cross field distance from the plasma source. Moreover, fast
imaging of the plasma has also shown the presence of a plasma filament forming and
propagating crossfield at the same region of the plasma where the EIR light is observed.
To interpret the experimental observations obtained with DivCam, the OSM 1D
fluid plasma solver and the EIRENE neutral Monte Carlo solver have been imple-
mented in the linear geometry of the ULS linear system. Both the OSM and the
EIRENE solvers were originally intended for tokamak and large magnetic confine-
ment devices. Modelling of the EIR emissivity in the ULS device has demonstrated
the importance of the inclusion of turbulent and blob transport in the model to obtain
reasonable agreement between the observations and the theoretical predictions. The
central density of the plasma filament has been estimated to be approximately .7 1019
m−3 using EIRENE results.
The emission attributed to hydrogenic ions (negative atomic H− and positive molec-
ular ions H2+) and related to Molecular Assisted Recombinations can be estimated
within EIRENE using the AMJUEL database. The database provides ion population
estimations for three different collisional regimes: in the first regime a large population
of vibrational excited hydrogen molecules are assumed to exist within the plasma vol-
ume; the second assumes strong Charge Exchange reactions and not vibrational excited
molecule; the third assumes electron impact collisions with ground states molecule to
be the only ion source. A reasonable agreement between the observations and the
EIRENE prediction is only found when using the third estimation suggesting that
molecular excitation and charge exchange processes are relatively unimportant under
the experimental conditions considered.
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1Introduction
The numerous advantages of thermonuclear fusion over conventional energy sources
such as fossil fuels or fission energy has driven much of the international fusion re-
search program [1–4]. In particular since energy demand, production and its impact on
climate changes and international politics have become important and debated issues,
fusion power has increasingly attracted attention as a possible alternative.
Fusion research has focused on two main approaches: Magnetic Confinement and
Inertial Confinement. In inertial confinement fusion, a small Hydrogen pellet is com-
pressed and heated by means of lasers until the interatomic distances are small enough
to produce relevant fusion reaction rates; the reaction is sustained within the com-
pressed pellet for a very brief time, but the high reaction rate which can be achieved
still leads to significant energy production. Magnetic confinement adopts a different
strategy: instead of aiming at quickness, it strives to reach a steady state situation
by maximizing the confinement of the thermal energy of the reactants. In both these
two branches of research great achievements have been reached since the early exper-
iments, now dating back more than fifty years.
One of the major problems faced by Magnetic Confinement devices is represented
by the region of interaction between the burning fuel and the material wall of the
device [20; 21]. The nuclear fuel contained in such machines is in the plasma state
and is confined using magnetic fields. As a consequence of the strong magnetic field
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required to obtain steady state fusion, the surface region where the plasma is in direct
contact to the material wall is very small; in these region a large amount of thermal
energy is deposited by the plasma. Excessive heat loads on the wall of the device can
cause large impurity levels and the formation of dust within the vessel which greatly
decrease the device performances. As well as contamination, the large heat deposition
may cause extensive damage to the material of the wall, requiring replacement and
long periods of inactivity of the device.
It has been shown that the conditions at the edge of the plasma can be controlled
to some extent by varying the conditions in the plasma core and by increasing the
density of the neutral particles in the volume of the device chamber not occupied by
the plasma; this may lead to more acceptable conditions at the plasma-wall boundary.
Recent Tokamak experiments such as TEXTOR, JET, D-III and others have shown a
clear transition from the normal attached regime where all the exhausted power reaches
the plasma wall interaction region, to the so called Detached regime in which the heat is
removed from the flowing plasma well before it reaches the wall and then redistributed
on a much wider surface [32; 34–36]. Experiments have suggested this scenario to be
one of the most promising solutions to the heat deposition problem.
The greatest difficulty of running a Tokamak device in the Detached regime is the
highly nonlinear and unstable behaviour of the detached front. It has been shown by
various experiments that once the plasma edge enters the detached regime, a buffer of
cold plasma forms [33] which tends to grow very quickly and often spreads to the in-
ner region of the plasma edge; in the worst cases, this process may trigger Multifaceted
Asymmetric Radiation from the Edge (MARFE) instability and disruption with com-
plete loss of plasma. This behaviour arises essentially from the complex and unstable
nature of the interaction between a cold Hydrogen plasma and the neutral particles
present in the chamber. In cold plasmas the energy loss due to volumetric effects
such as radiation and interactions with neutral particles may increase with decreas-
ing temperature dPvol/dT < 0; when the volumetric energy loss exceeds conduction
and convection energy transport, the SOL becomes unstable and the cold plasma re-
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1.1: MAGNETIC CONFINEMENT FUSION
gion quickly propagates to the inner region of the plasma (see [26] for a review on the
subject).
The University of Manchester Linear System (formerly named the UMIST Linear
System) is a device capable of reproducing the plasma conditions found at the edge of
a typical magnetic confinement device and therefore it can be used to simulate the edge
behaviour for detachment studies [16; 56]. This work describes a series of experiments
carried out at the University of Manchester using the ULS to reproduce detachment
conditions, and the numerical simulations performed to interpret the experimental data
using the SOL/EIRENE Plasma Fluid and Monte Carlo Neutral Transport package.
The aim of such experiments was to interpret the nature of the interaction between a
Hydrogen plasma and a gas target and in particular to determine the impact of Recom-
bination in a detached plasma. In the rest of the introduction the main concepts behind
fusion energy, magnetic confinement, edge regimes and the most important issues re-
lated to Plasma Surface Interaction will be introduced.
1.1 Magnetic Confinement Fusion
Magnetic Confinement is currently one of the major players in controlled nuclear fu-
sion research. In this approach Deuterium and Tritium atoms are heated up until they
become a plasma which is then further heated to suitable temperatures and confined to
a restricted volume by magnetic fields. The fusion reaction
d + t → α + n + 17.7 MeV (1.1)
has been chosen for it has the lowest activation energy and can be produced at compar-
atively low plasma temperature (in the equation d is Deuterium, t is Tritium, n is used
for neutrons and α for 4He). As the plasma temperature and density are progressively
increased, the fusion reaction probability of the Deuterium and Tritium nuclei become
increasingly larger, but, on the other hand, the ability of the magnetic field to contain
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Device Year R (m) a (m) Ip (MA) B (T)
C-MOD 1993 0.67 0.22 1.2 9.
ASDEX/U 1991 1.65 0.5 1.6 3.
Tore Supra 1988 2.25 0.7 1.7 4.5
DIIID 1986 1.67 .65 1.5 2.5
JET 1983 3.0 1.25 3.5 3.5
TEXTOR 1983 1.75 0.5 .8 3.
TFTR 1982 2.6 0.9 3. 6.
ITER 2015 6.2 2.0 15. 5.
Table 1.1: Parameters of the large tokamak experiment currently in operation
the plasma and the heat stored in it within the desired volume decrease dramatically
as the pressure gradients across the field lines becomes larger. The so called Ignition
is the condition for which the plasma self heating generated by the fusion products
exceeds the heat loss due to cross-field heat transport. Since its beginning, Magnetic
Confinement research has been focused on finding an optimal magnetic configuration
to minimize or control plasma instabilities which would increase the loss rate of plasma
energy and particles and cause large heat deposition on the walls of the device.
Tokamaks are magnetic confinement devices in which the magnetic field has two
components: the first one, called the toroidal field, is produced by a large solenoid
which axis has been curved until the two ends of the solenoid reach one another so as
to form a toroidal configuration. Figure 1.1 shows half of the toroidal plasma formed
within the solenoid. The second component is produced within the plasma itself by
the plasma current running along the toroidal direction, which in turn is induced by
an external transformer where the plasma torus act as the secondary winding; this
component is called the poloidal field.
A large plasma current running within the plasma volume has two beneficial out-
comes: it greatly enhances confinement thanks to essentially the same principles that
confine Z-pinches; in fact, early experiments demonstrated that plasma could not be
confined by a simple toroidal configuration of the magnetic field due to particle drifts
and charge separation generated by the field curvature typical of a toroidal field. As
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1.2: THE EDGE OF A MAGNETIC CONFINED PLASMA
well as increasing the plasma performances, the plasma current can also be used to
transfer heat to the plasma in a process called ohmic heating by exploiting the natural
plasma resistivity opposing the plasma current. These beneficial advantages have the
drawback that the plasma lifetime in a conventional Tokamak is eventually limited by
the time during which the primary current of the transformer can be ramped up.
Other Magnetic Field arrangements have been designed to overcome the trans-
former time limit typical of Tokamaks, while essentially preserving the toroidal geom-
etry. Stellarators in particular can achieve nearly steady-state performances by using
external helical coils wrapped around the toroidal chamber to generate the poloidal
field. Although these devices can run in steady state for virtually indefinite time, they
usually suffer from complicated particles orbits such a Banana and Superbanana or-
bits due to the complicate pattern of the magnetic field strength as the particles travel
toroidally; these complicated orbits can introduce a number of new instabilities and
sometime increased transport. Many stellarators also have the disadvantages that much
of the magnetized volume is occupied by open field lines and that the core region in
which the plasma is best confined occupies a small fraction of the total volume.
Other toroidal devices include Reversed Field Pinches, Tight Aspect Ratio Toka-
maks, Spheromak. As well as toroidal geometry, linear devices and other geometries
can be employed to confine a plasma. Such devices are often referred as Open Ge-
ometry Magnetic Confinement devices. Z-Pinches, θ-Pinches and Magnetic Mirror
machines belong to this category.
1.2 The Edge of a Magnetic Confined Plasma
The physics of Tokamak plasma, and indeed of many other toroidal magnetic confine-
ment devices, can be roughly divided in Edge and Core Plasma Physics. The core
region is characterised by relatively high density and temperature, strong pressure and
density gradients across the magnetic field lines and small or insignificant gradients
parallel to the field. The edge plasma has much lower density and temperature and
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LFS HFS
Divertor
Region
Separatrix
SOL
Targets
Open Field
Closed Field
Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a typical Tokamak plasma in Divertor Config-
uration. φ is the Toroidal Direction; θ the Poloidal direction; in the figure are shown
the High and the Low Field Sides; the poloidal field and the toroidal field; the plasma
current Ip; the Separatrix; the Scrape Off Layer is highlighted in purple.
usually (but not in all cases) exhibits relevant pressure and temperature gradients par-
allel to the field as well as across it, causing strong flow of plasma particles and heat.
This difference is due to the fact that some of the magnetic field lines confining the
plasma of the edge region cross the material surfaces of the Tokamak Vessel and let
therefore the plasma particles reach them by flowing along the field; these are called
Open Field Lines as opposed to the Closed Field Lines found in the core region. The
region of the edge where the plasma is directly connected to the tokamak walls via open
lines is called the Scrape Off Layer (SOL) and the surface at the boundary between the
SOL and the rest of the plasma is the Last Closed Surface. Most modern toroidal
devices can now run in both Limiter and Divertor configurations: a limiter is a simple
material wall close to the plasma volume where the particles transported across the
magnetic field will eventually fall, a divertor consists of a slightly different magnetic
configuration where a current parallel to Ip, the plasma current, runs in an additional
toroidal coil, called the Divertor Current, Id. Figure 1.1 shows the cross-section of
the plasma volume in a typical tokamak running in divertor configuration; it shows
the edge boundary, and core region and the Last Closed Surface. As it is shown in
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figure, when the tokamak is in the divertor configuration, the LCS has an X-point and
it is usually referred as the Separatrix; at the x-point the magnetic field produced by
the divertor and plasma currents cancel each other and the poloidal component of the
magnetic field becomes zero.
Edge physics has two main tasks: the first one is to determine the optimal operative
conditions to minimize the damage to the wall due to Plasma-Surface Interaction (Sec-
tion 1.3 will introduce the most important types of damage caused by the plasma to the
vessel material surfaces). The second task is to control the level of impurity and dust
reaching the plasma core. In order to do this, it is important to understand the under-
lying physical processes controlling the properties of the plasma throughout the entire
edge region, and understand how the core and the edge conditions are interrelated.
Since the edge displays strong gradients both across and along the field lines, re-
ferred as radial and parallel directions, the description of the plasma behaviour in the
edge has two important aspects: the first one is to determine which are the processes
involved in plasma and heat transport in the radial direction; in particular it is essential
to determine how much plasma and heat crosses the Last Closed Surface and enter the
SOL; the second aspect is to describe how different plasma conditions may affect the
parallel transport.
1.2.1 Plasma Collisionality
The low electron temperature of the SOL has the consequence that the plasma colli-
sionality may become determinant in the total conservation and transport of plasma
particle energy and momentum. Collisionality usually refers to elastic collision rates
and collision timescales between charged particles; collisionality is highly dependent
on the plasma temperature, both on the Ion Temperature and the Electron Temperature,
respectively Te and Ti. The reason for this behaviour is that as temperature increases,
the average kinetic energy of plasma particles increases and so decreases the minimum
distance at which an encounter between two charged particles will change significantly
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their trajectory. Indeed the Cross-section of an encounter between two charged parti-
cles in a plasma at temperature T producing a deflection of 90◦ from their trajectories
can be derived from simple arguments on the Coulomb Force: σ90◦ ∝ 1/T 2. The colli-
sional Mean Free Path λ is therefore λ90◦ ∝ Tp2/np, provided that the plasma density
and temperature np and Tp are meaningful, otherwise the different values for Te and Ti
and the species of the colliding particles have to be taken into account.
Since the electron temperature in a typical fusion plasma can reach very high val-
ues, it is found that the effect of many small deviation collisions is in general more
important than the relatively unlikely single large scale collision. A detailed analysis
of the small deviation coulomb collisions in a plasma shows that the typical frequency
for momentum transfer due to charge-charge collisions is of the form:
νe,i =
ne e
4 ln(Λ)
ǫ20m
1/2
e T 3/2
(1.2)
where ln(Λ) is the coulomb factors.
A non-negligible collisionality has three important consequences: the thermaliza-
tion of small high or low speed populations in a specie, the electron and ion plasma
fluids will exchange their energy through electron-ion collisions and conduction domi-
nates the parallel heat transport rather than convection. An important feature of elastic
coulomb collisions in a plasma is the amount of energy exchanged during the colli-
sion. For binary collisions, the energy and momentum exchanged during the collisions
can be determined from energy and momentum conservation: given ma and mb the
masses of the two colliding particles a and b with energies Ea and Eb respectively, the
energy transferred from particle a to particle b during the collision is of the order of
∆Ea ∼ (ma/mb)(Ea − Eb). The total energy exchange between the electron and the ion
fluids in a plasma through collisions is therefore:
Qe,i ∝
(
me
mi
) √
Te/me
λe,i
(Te − Ti) ∝ γe,i
Tp−3/2√
me
np(Te − Ti) (1.3)
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where λe,i is the electron-ion collision mean free path and γe,i is the electron to ion
mass ratio.
Plasma conduction relies on collisionality to transfer thermal energy from hotter
region of the plasma to colder ones. When a temperature gradient is present, as plasma
particles travel from one collision to the next, they move from one region of the plasma
to a new region of different temperature; each collision adjusts their energy to the
temperature where the collision take place, and therefore thermal energy is exchanged
via the colliding particles. The energy transferred during the collisions depends on
the thermal energy difference between the different location where a particle collides,
which depends on the temperature gradient ∆E ∼ λs ∂Ts/∂l where λs is as before the
Mean Free Path for self collisionality of the plasma species (either electrons or ions)
and l is a coordinate parallel to the magnetic field. The number of particles exchanged
between two regions of the plasma in the proximity of each other is Γ ∼ npvt where
vt is the thermal speed of the particles. The total energy transferred between different
regions of the plasma at different temperature through particle exchange is:
qs ∼ Γs ∆E
∼ Ks
∂Ts
∂l (1.4)
where Γs is the self collision rate of species s (either electrons or ions) and Ks = ncλ ∝
T 5/2s /
√
ms is the heat conduction coefficient for specie s. This expression has three im-
portant consequences: the first is that energy can be transported by conduction if there
is a temperature gradient sufficiently steep. In second place, the heat conduction is a
strong function of the temperature (K ∝ Tp5/2) and, at high temperature the tempera-
ture gradient needed to carry even very large amount of heat in the SOL can be very
small. And the third consequence is that, since K ∝ 1/√m, the electrons are much
more effective at conducting heat than ions.
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Figure 1.2: Collisional Cross section from the polynomial fits for the Atomic (plot on
the right) and Molecular (plot on the left) elastic collisions with the ions (the poly-
nomial coefficients for the atomic collisions are obtained from Shultz [10]; the coef-
ficients for the molecular collision from Phelps [85]). For the atomic collisions, the
Elastic collision (EC), the Momentum Transfer (MT) and the Charge Transfer (CT)
Cross Sections are shown separately.
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Figure 1.3: Collisional Cross section for electron elastic, excitation and ionization
collisions with the neutral particles (varous authors, see ref. [10])
1.2.2 Neutral Atoms and Molecules
Plasma interaction with neutral particles depends on whether the neutral collides with
an ion or an electron. In the first case the collision is usually treated as an elastic col-
lision between two billiard ball like objects and the usual conservation of momentum
and energy can be used to determine the post collision state of the colliding parti-
cles. Ion-neutral collisionality has three main consequences: part of the ion energy is
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transferred to the neutral particles (loss of energy), a pressure gradient is established
parallel to the plasma due to viscous forces (loss of momentum) and the ion motion is
displaced from its trajectory (enhanced radial particle transport).
When electrons interact with neutral particles they may either excite or ionize the
neutral atoms or simply undergo an elastic collision. During an Excitation Collision,
often called Inelastic Collisions, the kinetic energy of the electron is partially absorbed
by the atom which becomes excited, and subsequently the energy absorbed is released
as a photon:
A + e− → A∗ + e− → A + γ + e− (1.5)
where A represents the neutral particle (either an atom or a molecule), A∗ is the same
neutral particle in one of its excited states and γ is a photon. Ionization instead is a
process by which the atom loses one or more of its electrons and an ion-electron pair
is formed:
A + e− → A+ + 2e− (1.6)
where A is a neutral particle in its ground state, A+ the same particle after being ionized
and e− is the plasma electron. When np is large, it is often common to have secondary
ionization or multiple excitations: in this case the first collision produces an excited
atom which then collides before decaying to its ground state. This process becomes
important when the collision time (the typical time interval between two subsequent
exciting collisions) is comparable or lower than the excited state lifetime.
A∗ + e− → A+ + 2e− (1.7)
where A∗ represent the neutral particle in an excited state.
Both excitation and ionization processes have an important effect on edge transport:
excitation act as an effective volumetric energy sink since the radiated photon emitted
by the excited atom will be lost to the wall; ionization on the other hand has two
effects: it is a particle source which increases locally the plasma density and also act as
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a viscous drag on the ion fluid since the newly formed ion will need to be accelerated
to the fluid motion.
Two types of neutral particles can be found in a magnetic fusion device vessel:
recycling plasma particles and impurities. Recycling particles are simply plasma ions
which have reached the wall of the vessel and there they acquired an electron and
become neutral, impurities are formed at the plasma wetted area by the action of the
plasma onto the material surface (see section 1.3). The main difference between these
two in terms of the plasma description in the edge is that while the recycling atoms
have only got one electron (in a fusion device the plasma ions are either H, Deuterium
or Tritium) and are quickly ionized as soon as they reach region of the plasma where
Tp > 13eV (the Hydrogen ionization energy), impurities are usually either Carbon or
metallic species etched from the wall of the vessel. These atoms have many electrons,
some of which are very strongly bounded to the atom nucleus and, even though they
may become ionized, their additional electrons which have not been removed can still
be excited by the plasma electrons and remove large quantity of heat from the plasma.
1.2.3 Recombination
Two types of recombination are important in edge physics: Surface and Volume Re-
combination. Surface recombination happens at the plasma wetted surface where the
ions and electrons lose all their energy in the collisions with the atoms of the mate-
rial. Volume recombination is a process taking place within the plasma volume itself
typical of cold plasmas. As it will be briefly described in section 1.2.4, the plasma
wetted surfaces usually are charged by the plasma particle to a potential which attracts
the ions and repels the electrons. Since the ions lose most of their energy in the first
impact, even when they bounce back towards the plasma, their reduced energy is usu-
ally too small for them to overcome the large electric field of the sheath, and therefore
the greatest majority of the particles entering the sheath are lost to the plasma and will
eventually become neutrals.
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Figure 1.4: Reaction Rates for low temperature plasma (Te ≤ 3. eV) obtained from
Janev [10] and the on-line NIST database [93].
The simplest type of volume recombination is called Electron-Ion Recombination,
EIR, typically associated to cold Te<˜1 eV and dense plasmas. In these conditions, the
thermal energy of the electrons becomes of the same order or lower than the electric
field produced by the ions; and encounter between a free electron and the ion will then
result in the electron becoming attached to the ion and the pair forms a neutral atom in
an excited state:
p+ + e− → H∗ → H + γ (1.8)
where p is a proton, H is a hydrogen atom and γ is a photon. Another type of EIR
reaction is the Assisted Electron-Ion Recombination where the recombination process
is assisted by a secondary electron:
p+ + 2e− → H∗ + e+ (1.9)
This type of recombination has a much larger cross-section since the assisting electron
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can help the reaction by absorbing the excess of energy of the recombining electron,
but its reaction rate is very sensitive to change in electron density.
The second recombination mode is called Molecular Activated Recombination.
The MAR mechanism employs the presence of vibro-rotational states of molecular
Hydrogen, H2(ν, j) and it is a two step process. It follows two different paths depend-
ing on whether an electron or an ion is involved in the first step: in the case when the
first collision involves an electron, the first step is a Electron Capture Dissociation:
H2(ν, j) + e− → H− + H (1.10)
followed by a Charge Exchange Recombination:
p+ + H− → 2H (1.11)
When the first collision involves an ion, the first reaction will be a Molecular Charge
Exchange:
H2(ν, j) + p+ → H+2 + H (1.12)
which is then followed by an Electron Capture Dissociative Recombination:
H+2 + e
− → 2H (1.13)
One important characteristic of MAR is that the new particles produced after the
recombination are not necessary in excited state. This means that MAR has no clear
spectroscopic signature, whereas EIR does since the recombining particles will emit
a photon. The relevance of MAR on particle transport has been inferred by theoret-
ical arguments on the conservation of particles, momentum and energy since early
experiments on tokamaks showed that the pressure loss in the divertor legs in certain
conditions can be too big to be explained by neutral drag and EIR alone. Yet, the
influence of MAR on detached plasma is still a debated issue in edge research.
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1.2.4 The Plasma Sheath
When a plasma is in contact with a material surface, the rate of plasma particles and
heat reaching the surface is regulated by the Plasma Sheath. This is a small region
surrounding the material surface which forms when a solid body is placed in direct
contact to the plasma where a strong electric field is sustained. The plasma sheath
therefore affects the plasma transport throughout the SOL since it determines the ion
and electron sinks.
The properties of the sheath are determined by the high mobility of the electrons
with respect to the ions, the Debye Shielding and the distortion of the ion distribution
function due to the ion loss at the wall and the accelerating electric field. The large
electron mobility is due to the very small mass ratio between the electrons and the
ions γe,i = me/mi < 0.001. It implies that the electron thermal diffusive flux on a
material surface at the same electric potential as the plasma is much greater than the ion
flux since they depend on the thermal speed; this process tends to charge the material
surface with a negative charge which repels the electrons and attracts more ions. When
the electron and the ion fluxes reach an equilibrium, the potential measured on the
material surface is called the Floating Potential V f .
Debye shielding is a typical behaviour of plasmas: when a region of large charge
forms in the plasma such as when the material surface reaches V f , the plasma electron
and ion densities will rearrange themselves so that the majority of the plasma volume
is screened from the charge and all the potential drop is confined in a small volume
near the charge. The plasma sheath is essentially the spatial region around the material
surface where Debye shielding takes place and the ions and electron densities and
fluxes to the surface are determined by the shape of the potential drop within the sheath.
The sheath regulates the flux of plasma particles to the surface. Section 3.2 will
introduce some of the properties of the sheath in the context of Langmuir Probe diag-
nostics, the complete theory can be found in textbooks [12]. As for parallel transport
in the SOL, the sheath is relevant since it acts as a sink of particles, momentum and
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Figure 1.5: Observation carried out on the ASDEX Tokamak of the divertor regimes
[37]; the plot shows the particle density measured at the plasma strike point in the
divertor region ned as the plasma core density ne increases (the core density corresponds
to the average density of the plasma volume).
energy. The particle loss rate at the sheath boundary Γsh is simply given by:
Γsh =
1
2
npc (1.14)
where c = (Te + Ti/mi)1/2 is the Plasma Sound Speed. The total sheath heat sink
(including electron and ion) is:
qsh = ζshTeΓsh (1.15)
where ζsh ∼ 7 − 8 is the Sheath Heat Transmission.
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1.2.5 Divertor Regimes
Depending on the local plasma conditions Te, ne, Ti, ni and the fluid velocity ve and vi,
any of the mentioned processes can become important and change the SOL properties
at a given location. SOL regimes is an expression which has become of common use in
divertor and edge physics since tokamak performances improved and a broader range
of plasma conditions in the SOL could be accessed during an experiment.
Three main SOL regimes can be identified: the Sheath Limited Regime, the Con-
duction Regime and the High Recycling Regime. Their characteristics will be here
delineated in terms of their impact on parallel transport; radial cross field transport
will be assumed to be simply given by an exponential relation such as Γ⊥ ∝ D⊥∇np
and therefore:
np(l⊥) ∼ nLCS exp(l⊥/λS OL)
where λS OL is the characteristic SOL length (this relation is derived from conserva-
tion of particles in both the parallel and crossfield directions). The SOL width λS OL
depends on the cross field transport D⊥ and it could be either measured experimen-
tally or inferred from cross field transport arguments. This is an oversimplification of
the SOL as it will be discussed in later sections; nevertheless it can be used as a first
approximation for parallel transport modelling.
The sheath limited regime, as the name implies, refers to a regime where the only
determinant sink of particles, heat and pressure is at the wall. This regime is typically
observed when the SOL densities np ∼ ne ∼ ni are small and temperature is relatively
high: collisionality in this case is small and can be neglected. The recycling atoms are
very few since the neutral atom source is proportional to the plasma loss at the wall
which is related to the SOL plasma density. The plasma particle source within the SOL
volume in this regime is assumed to be dominated by cross-field transport; ionization
can be included as a particle source near the target, although friction and energy loss
due to plasma neutral interaction is usually neglected: due to the low electron density
in the SOL the recycling neutrals are mostly ionized in the core of the plasma. Since
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the effects of collisions both between plasma species and with neutral particles on
the plasma pressure (friction) and on the plasma energy (radiation, equipartition of
energy, conduction) are neglected, the entire SOL is adiabatic and nearly isothermal
∂Tp/∂l‖ ∼ 0 (l‖ here represent a spatial coordinate parallel to the magnetic field lines).
Low electron-ion equipartition of energy usually implies also that ion and electron
temperature may be very different Te , Ti.
The second regime is the high recycling regime. This regime is characterized by an
abrupt change in the plasma density and temperature measured at the target, which is
mostly explained by the onset of large ionization rates of the recycling neutrals within
the SOL volume. Experimentally this regime is associated with increasingly high neu-
tral pressure near the SOL target, large amount of radiation and partial redistribution
of plasma heat on a much broader surface of the vessel, low electron temperature at
the target due to “energy dilution” and neutral radiation, very large plasma density at
the target. The term High in the name of this regime, is used to highlight the quadratic
relation between upstream (core) plasma density and the target density.
The conduction regime refers to a regime where np is large and the plasma is very
collisional. As the SOL plasma collisionality increases, the charge-charge collision
time τc decreases until it becomes smaller than the plasma particle typical parallel
transport time τc ≪ τS OL ∼ c/LS OL. A collisional SOL usually is associated with
a conductive rather than convective parallel particle and heat transport, increasingly
larger parallel temperature gradients. An important consequence of establishing a tem-
perature gradient in the SOL is that conductivity is largely a nonlinear process: as the
temperature near the target decreases due to conduction becoming dominant, λc also
is greatly reduced since the charge-charge collision cross-section is proportional to the
inverse of the colliding particle temperature squared. Conduction and High Recycling
regimes are usually associated: the large np and low Tp typical of the high recycling
produces the ideal conditions for a highly collisional SOL, also the drag force associ-
ated with the ionized ions slows down the parallel flow reducing convection.
Figure 1.5 shows the target density and temperature versus the line average core
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a) b)
Figure 1.6: Target and Upstream plasma Pressure and Temperatures observed on Al-
cator C-Mod [32] for the Low and High recycling Divertor scenarios [25]
density ne: at low core density ne ≤ 1−1.5 1019 m−3 the sheath regime is characterized
by a constant temperature and a very slow rising plasma density correlated with the
core density increase; as the density increases (1 1019 ≤ ne ≤ 2.5 1019 m−3) the plasma
temperature begins to decrease and the density slope becomes more pronounced, the
plasma properties of this region are determined by the onset of the recycling regime
and it is the transition between a purely sheath limited SOL where collision can be
entirely neglected to a regime where the neutral particles interaction with the SOL
plasma become increasingly more pronounced. At even higher core density 2.5 1019 ≤
ne <˜ 4. 1019 m−3 the target density display initially a quadratic-like relation with the
core density; both Te and Ti decrease in this region, but Te at a faster rate, due to both
enhanced radiative loss, ionization of the neutral background and equipartition with
the ions. The reduced Te typical of conduction and high recycling regimes has the
beneficial effect of reducing material sputtering at the plasma wetted surface (see 1.3
for an introduction on sputtering).
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Figure 1.7: Observation of Detaching Plasma Signature on JET: Ion Saturation Cur-
rent measured at the inner and outer strike point (plots d and f) by Langmuir Probes,
spectroscopic emission of Dα from the inner and outer divertor legs (plots e and g), and
the average core density Ne (plot c) [30]
1.2.6 Detached Regime
Detachment is an additional parallel transport regime which is characterized by a num-
ber of attractive properties:
1. low temperature at the targets Te ∼ 1.→ .1 eV;
2. reduced plasma density at the target ne ∼ ni ≤ 1018 m−3;
3. reduced heat load on the target;
4. strong pressure gradient along the magnetic field line.
Images 1.6.a and 1.6.b show evidences of pressure loss along the magnetic field lines
from an Upstream location (near the core region), and the target measurement at the
end of the divertor legs (see figure 1.1) on the Alcator C-Mod Tokamak running in
divertor configuration. The plasma data is obtained from a fast Langmuir Probes. As
the figure shows, the High Recycling regime is characterized by a drastic temperature
gradient between the upstream and the downstream location, but the pressure is still
comparable, while the detached regime feature strong gradients both in Teand in Pe.
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The plasma density gradient can be seen in the ASDEX detachment in figure 1.5:
as the average core density increases above 5 1019m−3, the plasma density at the target
display a clear Roll-Over effect, where the target density decreases with an increase of
the core density.
Detachment is usually accompanied by a clear spectroscopic signature:
1. enhanced Dα emission due to the large density of neutral particles;
2. sudden increase of the Dγ/Dα ratio usually associated with the onset of recom-
bination processes;
3. large emission from the most energetic Balmer lines and from the Balmer Con-
tinuum.
The complexity of detachment is a result of the nonlinear behaviour of all the pro-
cesses which have been described and may play a role. Detachment seems to be the
result by a combination of concurring processes: neutral emission in particular from
impurities cools the electrons which temperature may become very low Te ≤ 1.eV;
neutral ionization cools down the electrons and acts as a drag force; ion neutral elastic
collisions and resonant charge exchange collisions act as a net pressure sink on the
plasma flow, causing a strong parallel pressure gradient.
1.2.7 Radial Cross Field Transport
Radial Cross Field Transport is ultimately the responsible for the formation of the SOL.
It is a broad term encompassing a very extensive phenomenology of physical processes
which are involved in the transport of particles and heat across the magnetic field lines.
It seems clear from experimental observation mainly from Tokamaks that cross field
transport in the edge and the SOL is the result of a complex interaction of concurring
processes.
Low temperature and high density typically found in the SOL during High recy-
cling and Conduction Limited regimes are associated with high plasma collisionality
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and enhanced crossfield particle diffusion. Diffusion in the highly collisional SOL can
be described by the collisional crossfield diffusion coefficient Dcoll⊥ ∼ ρg2/τcoll using
the Larmor Orbit radius and the collisional time for electron ion collisions; Dcoll⊥ can
be written in terms of the plasma crossfield resistivity η⊥ ∼ me/e2 τi,e:
Dcoll⊥ ∼
η⊥β
2µ0
where β = npTp/(B2/µ0) is the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure and is
often used as a parameter to describe the confinement performances. Dcoll⊥ is sometime
referred as the Classical Diffusion Coefficient.
Another form of diffusion has been described by Bohm in early plasma experi-
ments when studying the cross field transport of plasma in a cylindrical magnetic field
arrangement. In this form of diffusion, the diffusion step is still related to the Larmor
Orbit, but the collision time is related to the cyclotron frequency, so that:
DB⊥ =
1
16ωcy ρ
2
g =
1
16
Tp
e−B
This relation is essentially experimental in nature. In most magnetically confined de-
vices, the cross field diffusion coefficients approaches values very close to the Bohm
diffusion coefficient, yet a clear understanding of this coefficient has not been achieved.
It became apparent from early experimental evidences that crossfield plasma trans-
port in a toroidal confinement device was much worse than expected if only collisional
diffusion was taken into account. The term Anomalous Transport has been used in
recent times to describe the behaviour of radial cross-field transport in the SOL region.
Many possible candidates have been suggested as a possible explanation of the larger
diffusion coefficient found during experiment. In particular small scale fluctuation in
the plasma properties and the magnetic and electric field play an important role in
turbulent transport and strong flow shear at the LCS increases the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability. This type of instability may cause large plasma structures, sometime called
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Figure 1.8: Alcator C-Mod crossfield np and D⊥ profiles: figure a shows a typical
radial np profile and highlight the two region of the Far and Near SOL, in particular
the characteristic intermittent spiky behaviour of the Ion Saturation Current Isat; fig-
ure b shows the observed Local Crossfield Diffusion Coefficient and the np profile for
different values of the core density normalized to nG the Greenwald Density [24]
Blobs, to propagate with large crossfield speed outward and greatly enhance particle
transport.
A complete and exhaustive description of cross field transport for the core, edge,
across the LCS and into the SOL remains elusive and Confinement Time is usually de-
rived from individual experiments as a parameter describing the overall performance
of a particular plasma experiment. Recent observations have improved our understand-
ing of the dynamics involved in the SOL. As it can be seen in figure 1.8 b the SOL
density and transport properties can be roughly divided in two regions: an inner SOL
region where the np falls exponentially or nearly exponentially suggesting a collisional
diffusive process is involved, and a much longer “shoulder” where the Isat shows a
clear intermittent temporal profile (figure a) and D⊥ approaches values closer to an
anomalous turbulent transport. Moreover D⊥ seems to be related on the core den-
sity, suggesting that the Bohm Diffusion DB⊥ may not be the most appropriate way of
describing the particle transport. These observations suggest that the SOL crossfield
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transport is driven by different mechanisms which may take place at different crossfield
locations.
1.2.8 Advanced Scenarios for Tokamak Confinement
As a conclusion to SOL and edge plasma and particle transport discussion, it is im-
portant to mention the existence of the so called High Confinement mode, or H-mode,
discovered for the first time on ASDEX Tokamak in 1982 [90]. This is a regime char-
acterized by a much decreased transport in proximity the LCS, where diffusion coef-
ficient measured from experiment displays a drastic decrease to values much closer
to classical diffusion rather than the anomalous values, the Low Confinement Mode,
L-mode. This reduction in particle transport is accompanied by the formation of then
Plasma Pedestals, or Transport Barrier, where large temperature and density gradients
are sustained. The formation of the transport barrier is not completely understood:
currently the most accepted theory is a suppression of turbulent anomalous transport
due to a sudden increase of the plasma toroidal angular momentum usually observed
as a typical feature of the H-mode transition. This large angular momentum in the
toroidal direction produces a large Shear Stress at the LCS which is thought to sup-
press the formation and development of large scale plasma structures which travel at
large crossfield velocity; as a result D⊥ near the LCS approaches values much closer
to the classical diffusion coefficient described above.
A typical feature of the H-mode is the presence of intermittent, avalanche-like sud-
den loss of much of the plasma particle and energy stored by the pedestal. These losses
may be a large portion of the total energy confined in the plasma, sometimes as high
as 30% of the confined energy. This instability observed at all times during H-mode is
called Edge Localized Mode, or ELM, and it has been one of the main research topic
in edge physics in the last decade or so. In large experiments the energy transported
by one single ELM event on the vessel wall may be large enough to produce extensive
damage to the vessel tiles. This is obviously not feasible and much research has been
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dedicated to determine whether the benefit of H-mode can be exploited by controlling
the ELMs associated with it.
There is a large variation in the characteristics associated with ELMs in terms of
their frequency, energy and particle transported and spatial features such as crossfield
velocity; their type seems to be greatly dependent on the SOL and LCS conditions. All
ELM types are characterized by a plasma pressure Threshold which can be sustained
within the transport barrier: once this threshold is reached, the plasma expels most
of the energy stored in the barrier in the form of a large disruptive event, the ELM,
and restore an equilibrium situation much similar to the L-mode. Although a complete
descriptive theory of ELM formation and growth is still not found, it is now generally
accepted that the main driving cause behind ELM formation is a MHD peeling and
ballooning instability.
The two main approaches to minimize damage to the vessel wall due to ELM con-
sist in either reducing the amount of energy carried by each ELM, or by actually sup-
pressing them. In the first approach small perturbations on the barrier are induced
which help the development of frequent “small” ELMs rather than single large crashes;
various techniques can be adopted to induce the perturbations such as Edge Ergodiza-
tion using external magnetic coils (sometime called ELM coils) or pellet injection. Al-
though encouraging results with this techniques have been obtained, in many cases the
confinement was so degraded by the induced ELMs, that it was questioned whether this
represented an improvement over L-mode operations. Complete suppression of ELMs
has not been reported by any experiment although it has been noted by various devices
that some materials on the plasma walls may have an important effect on ELMs. Gas
Target divertors and the large density of the neutral gas do not seems to be enough
to prevent damage and during an ELM the greatest part of the neutrals present in the
chamber are ionized. Gas Target divertors cannot be used to prevent ELM damage to
the tiles, although they can still be of some use for the smaller type of grassy ELMs.
Just as well as there is yet no clear understanding of the processes involved in
particle and energy radial cross field transport during L-mode (fluctuations, Kelvin-
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Helmholtz instability, MHD instabilities, etc), so there is no clear theory explaining
the reason behind the onset of the plasma pedestal and the avalanche-like degradation
of the same through ELMs. It is clear that both cross field and parallel transport at the
edge present a very variegated and complex physics which has not been completely
unravelled.
1.3 Plasma Surface Interaction
The Edge of the plasma in magnetic confinement devices has become of primary inter-
ests since experimental results (in particular from tokamak experiments) have shown
how the conditions in the edge and in particular at the point where the plasma touches
the material surfaces may have a determinant influence on the plasma performances.
At these boundaries between the plasma and the material of the wall, called Plasma
wetted Area, plasma particles hit the atoms in the solid lattice of the wall tiles, un-
dergo a number of collisions in which they transfer most of their energy to the material
and then they may either be scattered back into the vessel as ions, recombine and be
released into the vessel as neutrals, absorbed deep into the material (particles implan-
tation) or they may form a new chemical compound with the atoms within the material,
in particular hydrocarbons when the material at the plasma wetted surfaces is Carbon.
Depending on the plasma conditions in the region of contact with the material surface
many processes including sputtering of lattice atoms, dust and impurity production,
and general damage to the vessel wall may become a relevant issue. Extensive liter-
ature is available on the current state of research on Plasma Surface Interaction; this
section will only introduce a brief overview of the main concepts as a background
information relevant to plasma edge physics.
Sputtering is a process in which atoms of the material surface are ejected from
the material lattice by the plasma particles. Sputtering can be divided in two types,
Physical Sputtering and Chemical Sputtering. In the first type a plasma ion interacting
with the lattice is first backscattered by a first collision (primary collision) with the
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lattice atoms, and subsequently undergoes new collisions with other atoms as it is
travelling back towards the plasma (secondary collisions). If the energy transferred by
the ion during the secondary collisions is larger than the lattice binding energy, then
one or more atoms may be removed from the lattice and enter the vessel volume as
impurities. Physical sputtering is highly dependent on the energy of the ion before the
primary collision; as it has been shown above, the ion energy depends on the potential
drop across the sheath that forms at the plasma-surface boundary, which is determined
by the electron temperature of the plasma Te. High recycling and Detached regimes,
characterized by a low Te at the targets, are therefore beneficial for plasma operation.
The second type of sputtering, Chemical Sputtering, takes place when the atom in
the lattice can form chemical compounds with the plasma ions. This type of etching
does not depend greatly on any of the experimental operative conditions, but rather on
the materials of which the vessel containing the plasma is made of and by its chemical
properties. Although Carbon is one of the most reactive elements producing many
compounds with Hydrogen (most notably Methane), it has been for long the material
of choice for many plasma device thanks to its ability to withstand large heat deposition
and high temperature. This means that the impurity level due to chemical sputtering
cannot be controlled by changing the operative parameters of the device.
Damage of the lattice structure of the wall by the plasma can be caused by many
reasons. When the heat deposited onto the surface is large enough, the thermal mo-
tion of the atoms within the lattice can cause small cracks and dust formation. Also,
collisions between ions and atoms in the lattice may displace the atoms to different
locations, changing the lattice structure introducing small imperfection; these changes
may affect the thermal and physical property of the wall, making it more prone to fur-
ther damage and eventual breaking of the structure. Physical and chemical sputtering
mentioned above can also damage the structure although they usually act only on the
surface of the material rather than its structure.
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1.4 Role of Numerical Modelling in Edge Physics
Numerical modelling of plasma edge has become in recent years an essential tool in
the study of the complex behaviour of the SOL plasma and the transport of neutral
particles, both recycling neutrals and impurity transport. The nature of the complex
interaction between a neutral particle and the plasma of the edge region involving a
large number of possible reactions (elastic collisions, excitation to any of its excited
states, ionization, molecular processes), with the typical complexity of parallel and
crossfield transport of plasma in the SOL make numerical modelling a much more
attractive descriptive method than analytical solutions which, in most cases, simply
cannot be obtained.
Most numerical models which have been developed for the study of the edge
plasma in a toroidal device have two main objectives: the first one is to implement
the theoretical models and reconstruct a description of the plasma properties ne, Te, ni,
Ti, the ion flow speed ci and the D⊥ all throughout the SOL and edge volumes; the
second aspect is to understand neutral particle and impurity transport. The two aspects
are implemented in two independent codes, called the plasma and the neutral transport
solvers.
The greatest majority of the plasma solvers developed to interpret Tokamak results
use a single or a two fluids description of the SOL plasma by making the assumption
that SOL plasma is dense and cold enough for collisionality to have a strong thermal-
izing effect on the particles. In few cases, the plasma equations are solved in a full
toroidal-poloidal-radial geometry in which case the code is a fully 3D code. Alterna-
tively, as is the case for most solvers, toroidal symmetry of the plasma properties is
assumed and the equations are rewritten including only the 2D poloidal-radial coor-
dinates. The Onion Skin Model is the third and simplest approach to edge numerical
modelling where the plasma equations are solved only in one dimension along the
poloidal direction, inside a flux tube of finite radial crossfield width; crossfield diffu-
sion is only added as a source of particles in the particle continuity equation and it is
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obtained as an output of the model rather than derived from first principles (see for
example [80] and [82]).
To obtain the spatial mesh over which the plasma equations are solved, most mod-
els contain a dedicated routine to obtain the spatial description of the magnetic field
using MHD stability constrains. The magnetic reconstruction routine can be an in-
dependent code such as EFIT [77], or a part of the plasma solver as in the case of
EDGE2D/U ([72] and [71]).
The results of the plasma solver can be used to test and benchmark our understand-
ing of the plasma physics involved in the parallel and crossfield transport of particles
and heat. Plasma density and temperature crossfield and parallel profiles obtained from
the numerical simulation can be compared to measurements such as radial Langmuir
probes both at the target and upstream, Thompson Scattering measurements of the
edge properties, the magnetic field measured by pick up coils can be compared to the
reconstructed one by the MHD equilibrium code.
The second objective of edge modelling is to describe the neutral particle and im-
purity transport through a thick plasma medium such as the one found in the SOL of a
toroidal magnetic device. The most common set up for this type of modelling consists
in three steps:
1. produce a spatial description of the Plasma Background as accurate as possible
using a plasma solver; this solver does not need to be particularly refined in
terms of the physical model, the only requirement is that the plasma description
produced is realistic and close to the real measured profiles;
2. obtain the spatial distribution of the neutral particle source from plasma surface
recombination according to the plasma background, gas injection and leaks: this
can be achieved either by an actual simulation of the plasma surface interaction
based on our current understanding of sputtering mechanism for the ions and
neutral particle retention for the recycling particles, or it can be prescribed using
simpler assumptions;
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3. using a set of probabilities for neutral plasma interaction processes, compute the
trajectories in the vessel of a number of particles from the position where they
originate (the particle sources) until they become ionized or either are lost at the
vacuum pumps of the vessel; neutral particle density in the device vessel, plasma
particle source due to ionization, neutral excitation and radiation and any other
property of the neutrals can be derived by averaging a large number of computed
trajectories and scale the average obtained to the particle sources strength
Neutral transport codes use at their core a Monte Carlo method where for each sim-
ulated particle at each time interval the probability for all the considered reactions
(including collision with different ion species and electrons) is used; a random number
is generated and tested against the reaction probabilities; at this point, if the particle
change its status such as during an ionizing reaction, the particle is considered lost and
the location of the reaction is recorded to infer ionization rates, otherwise the particle
is transported to a new location according to its velocity (which can also change if
the particle had an elastic encounter with say an ion), new probabilities are computed
according to the plasma properties of the new location, and a new reaction is tested.
The reaction probabilities used in the Monte Carlo simulation can be derived from first
principles of atomic physics using dedicated codes such as ADAS [78; 95], or they can
be obtained from databases such as Janev [10].
The most common way of testing the neutral description obtained by such model
is to compare the predicted neutral emission with the observed one. The observation in
most devices consists of high resolution monochromatic images of the plasma emission
obtained with optical filters and high resolution cameras.
Many Monte Carlo Neutral Transport Solvers have been developed. Of important
mentions are DIVIMP which initial aim was to describe the impurity transport in the
tokamak vessel of Alcator C-MOD, NIMBUS developed and used on JET with the
EDGE2D plasma solver, DEGAS used primarily with UEDGE, and finally EIRENE
which has been used in combination with many plasma solvers (B2, OSM) and can be
interfaced to both ADAS as well as neutral reaction rate databases.
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1.5 About this Work
This work will present the observation of a detaching plasma obtained in the gas target
chamber the University of Manchester Linear System (ULS) Divertor Simulator. The
intent is to obtain a model as complete as possible of the mechanisms involved in
the ULS plasma detachment when the neutral gas density in the target chamber has
been increased to a threshold value depending on the upstream plasma properties. In
particular the crossfield transport of particles both from collisions and from anomalous
transport will be considered and volume recombination through both EIR and MAR
will be included.
The Duoplasmatron Demirkanow source has the capabilities of reproducing typical
SOL plasma properties ni ∼ ne ∼ 1. 1017 → 1. 1019 m−3 and Te ∼ .5 → 15 eV, and
therefore can be used to simulate the conditions typically found in a high recycling
detaching plasma at the divertor legs of a magnetic confinement device. There are a
number of differences between a linear system plasma and a typical SOL plasma:
1. no particle drift associated with magnetic field curvature and no Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter
current associated with pressure gradient;
2. the magnetic field is usually few orders of magnitude smaller than the one typ-
ically found in a toroidal confinement device (.1 T against typically 10 T found
in a modern large Tokamak experiment); this would be less of an issue for de-
vices characterized by a smaller toroidal component of the magnetic field such
as RFP;
3. a rather different dynamics of the ion motion as a result of the low magnetic
field, in particular when collisionality with the neutrals is large;
4. the ions have a strong parallel flow motion arising from the strong internal elec-
tric field which generates the plasma in a duoplasmatron source;
5. the source running regimes are not affected by the presence of neutrals the same
way as the LCS transport may be;
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6. the plasma size is usually much smaller than a typical divertor plasma (1-2 cm
against 5-10 cm).
These differences represent a great advantage when designing an experiment dedicated
to study the interaction between a divertor like plasma and the neutral gas target. On
the other hand they limit the extent to which a typical divertor plasma can be ap-
proximated by such devices: in particular many of the typical processes involved in
cross field transport across the LCS cannot be obtained, including bad curvature peel-
ing modes, SOL flow asymmetries and flow reversal, suppression or enhancement of
crossfield flow by large parallel share flow. Also, due to the small size of the plasma
compared with the typical dimension of a linear simulator vessel as well as the limited
temperature range of a typical plasma produced by a duoplasmatron, effects such as
particle recycling and self fuelling cannot be easily obtained.
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Measurements of the plasma properties in a typical magnetic confinement device can
be problematic, in particular when the SOL is in divertor configuration. One difficulty
is the determination of the magnetic field topology, and in particular the location of the
x-point and the last closed surface: the magnetic field configuration is the result of the
external magnetic field produced by the coils and the internal field generated by the
current density profile within the plasma volume which is not always well determined.
In the vessel volume not occupied by the plasma, the magnetic field can me measured
by pick up coils; but for the plasma volume a direct measurement of the magnetic field
strength and direction is difficult. Equilibrium and fitting codes such as EFIT have been
developed to infer the magnetic topology, but this approach is sometime not sufficient.
Another aspect of fusion devices which greatly limit the operative range for diver-
tor and edge observations and experiments is the stability and safety limits at which a
fusion device can be operated [26]. This limits the number of divertor scenarios which
can be accessed and investigated. Related to this aspect is the impurity level produced
by the plasma surface interaction: as it was described in the section 1.3 of the intro-
duction, hot and dense plasma interacting with a material surface will produce a large
amount of impurities and dust which greatly reduce both confinement and stability of
the core plasma. Although this aspect is a fundamental characteristic of magnetic con-
finement and needs to be addressed, it greatly reduces the extent to which observations
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of detachment can be carried out. For this reason, magnetic confinement fusion de-
vices are not the most appropriate experimental environment for studying many of the
fundamental processes involved in a detaching plasma.
Linear Plasma Devices can be used to simulate and study the basic plasma pro-
cesses which characterize the behaviour and transport of plasma in the SOL of mag-
netic confinement fusion devices. They are characterized by a magnetized plasma
column and an axial magnetic field Bl produced by a set of aligned external coils. Al-
though linear system cannot be used to simulate all aspects of divertor physics and
the plasma of these devices has a number of differences from a typical edge plasma,
they are characterized by a much simpler magnetic topology, a relative ease in data ac-
quisition, and the experimental conditions are relatively independent from one another
and tailored experiments for each scenario of interest can be devised and carried out.
Linear systems are therefore ideal devices to make detachment experiment studies. In
this section a general description of such devices will be presented.
2.1 Layout of a Linear System Experiment
The layout of a typical linear system is shown in figure 2.1. The device consists of a
cylindrical vessel, usually made of metal like stainless steel and an additional source
chamber. The vacuum vessel is usually divided in two sections: an upstream low pres-
sure chamber, and a downstream experimental chamber where experiments are carried
out; plasma formation takes place in the source chamber which is usually external to
the main vessel and connected to the vessel vacuum volume by the Source Aperture.
The way the two chambers are separated from one another varies between devices, so
for example the ULS device used for the experiments which will be reported here is
a simple metal baﬄe with a hole in the centre through which the plasma can flow, on
some other devices like PISCES-A the plasma flows through a “baﬄe tube” of few
cm length. Table 2.1 shows a list of some linear devices which have contributed to
detachment and edge studies and outlines some of their properties.
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Figure 2.1: Typical layout of a linear plasma device intended to obtain observations
related to divertor physics. Shown in the picture are the axial and the radial direction,
the three chamber layout of the device, the source aperture, the baﬄe separating the
experimental chamber from the upstream low density chamber and the source chamber
upstream. In this example the source is a filament arc source (a common type of plasma
source used in linear devices). Typical dimensions of linear devices are 1 m in the axial
direction and 20 to 30 cm in the radius
The pressure in each chamber of the device can be regulated independently by
vacuum pumps. The type of pumps used and the pumping rate may vary from one
experiment to another, and depends on the quality of the vacuum needed to perform
the intended experiments. The source chamber is usually characterized by the highest
neutral pressure compared to the other two chambers since the plasma is formed here
by ionizing the neutral particles contained within it. The upstream chamber, is charac-
terized by the lowest level of neutral particles and the highest pumping rate accessible
by the pumping system; in this region the source output can be diagnosed before it en-
ters the experimental chamber downstream (note that the name of the chamber refers
to the pressure of the neutrals rather than the plasma pressure).
The pressure and the chemical composition of the gas in the experimental cham-
ber can be regulated according to the particular scenario of interest; this is usually
achieved by injecting neutral gas directly into the chamber using gas valves. The up-
per and lower limits to the neutral pressure in the experimental chamber are given by
the maximum pumping rate which can be achieved by the pumping system, and by
the pressure at which the neutral particle transmission rate through the orifice would
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Device Name Te (eV) ni (m−3) L (cm) D (cm) Ref.
QED ∼ 5 ∼ 5 1019 150 ∼ 1.2 [38]
PISCES-A 5 - 30 .5 1017 - 2. 1020 150 ≤ 10 [39–43]
NAGDIS ≤ 10 ≤ 1020 200 ∼ 4 [44–47]
PSI-2 5 - 15 1017 - 1020 250 ∼ 12 [48–51]
Pilot-PSI ≤ 10 ∼ 1021 100 .8 - 40 [52–54]
ULS ≤ 15 ≤ 5 1019 156 ∼ 4 [56–58]
Table 2.1: Approximative values for the peak electron temperature and ion density for
a number of linear devices; values are dependent on various conditions (source neutral
pressure, target neutral pressure, magnetic field strength, etc), here are reported esti-
mated limit values for each device. Diameter D and length L are quoted as indicative
values for size of the plasma column (see references for accurate descriptions of each
device). The large plasma diameter variation of the Pilot-PSI device is produced by an
expanding magnetic field
lead to unacceptable neutral level in the upstream chamber. In the PISCES-A device
the neutral pressure can also be regulated by adding a “Neutralizer Tube” in the target
chamber: plasma flows into the restricted volume and the neutral particles produced
by the PSI are confined by the tube walls into the same volume as the plasma column
rather than lost in the vacuum volume of the chamber. Using this technique a high re-
cycling rate can be obtained with no gas injection in PISCES-A device and reproduce
divertor high recycling regime.
Some experiments such as NAGDIS-II and Pilot-PSI do not have a net separa-
tion between the low pressure and the experimental chambers, but employ a different
arrangement of the pumping system to obtain differential pumping at different axial
location along the device. The advantage of this arrangement of the vacuum vessel
is that plasma do not interact with any solid surface before reaching the experimental
chamber. It has been observed that the plasma particle transmission through the orifice
is of a complex nature: the “wetted surfaces” of the baﬄe separating the two sections
of the device may charge due to the plasma interaction and form an additional elec-
tric field which alters the dynamic of the plasma column. In addition to this, a detailed
study of the plasma particles motion in these devices reveals that although the electrons
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are well confined by relatively small magnetic field strength (Bl ∼ .01 T), the ions may
have rather complex orbit as they travel in the axial direction due to the very large Lar-
mor orbit and the radial electric field which naturally forms in the majority of linear
systems. These aspects cause a larger loss of ions at the baﬄe. The disadvantage of
removing the baﬄe is that the differential pumping of the vessel will produce pressure
gradients which need to be determined and addressed when analysing the experimental
results.
The vacuum vessel is surrounded by a number of magnetic coils which produce the
magnetic field Bl; depending on the power of the cooling system and maximum current
which can be driven on the magnetic coils by the power supplies available, larger
magnetic field strength can be achieved, and therefore better confinement and higher
density can be accessed. For this reason some experiments (notably MAGNUM-PSI)
are designed to run both in steady state low field mode and pulsed high field mode;
the pulse time depends on the cooling system and is typically 1 to 10 seconds long.
Pulsed mode devices can reach much higher field strength since the large amount of
heat deposited onto the coils during the pulse can be removed during the inter pulse
time. In the majority of linear devices the coils are arranged so that Bl is constant all
throughout the volume of the device; notable exceptions are the PSI-1 and its successor
PSI-2 devices where non negligible variations of the magnetic field strength are used
to expand and shrink the plasma column along the axial direction.
2.2 Linear Simulators
The development of our knowledge on detachment is closely related to the develop-
ment of the linear divertor simulator device. Tenney and Lewin first proposed in 1974
to extinguish the plasma flow in the divertor by adopting a “gas box” in front of the tar-
get plates. They assumed ionisation and radiative processes, especially from impurity
puffed within the box and retained there, to be the dominant heat loss process. With this
assumption Tenney was able to obtain a minimum pressure required for detachment of
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Figure 2.2: Spatial schematic representation of the QED linear divertor simulator:
Ca: end calorimeter at a distance of 70cm from the orifice; Cb: movable intermedi-
ate calorimeter; [38]
few Torr.
In the next few paragraphs some of the most relevant linear devices which have
reported experiments and observations directly related to particle transport driven by
large pressure gradients and in presence of a strong magnetic field will be briefly in-
troduced. The description is limited to only few details for each device, please refer to
the extensive literature on the subject (some of the related publications are quoted in
table 2.1).
QED
The first observation on detachment was reported by Hsu on QED, the first linear
device to simulate the divertor conditions (see [38]). Figure 2.2 shows a schematic
representation of the device. The vessel was divided into source chamber, main cham-
ber and target chamber; plasma was produced by an arc source and flowed into the gas
target chamber along the magnetic field lines produced by a solenoid around the vessel.
Plasma radius was less than the centimetre. The whole plasma length was approxima-
tively 1.2 m; plasma temperature during the experiment was found to be Te ∼ 5eV .
The gas pressure in the target chamber could be risen as much as the plasma pressure
at the orifice so to avoid a stream of neutrals from the target chamber into the main
chamber, up to about of 1Torr.
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Figure 2.3: Results obtained by Hsu [38]:power emitted by the plasma at different
position (70, 30, 10 cm) as a function of the neutral gas pressure in the target chamber
As it can be seen in figure 2.3, the energy power observed at the end plate (calorime-
ter Ca) decreased more or less linearly with the neutral gas pressure. The power was
also measured at two axial position, z = 10 and z = 30cm, z being the axial distance
from the orifice towards the end plate. The data was analysed by Hsu assuming that the
dominant processes to be ion-neutral elastic collisions: it was assumed that the neutral
gas was mainly molecular hydrogen because electron temperature was to low to expect
too many dissociative processes and, as a consequence, a low density of atomic hydro-
gen. The increase of heat measured at the intermediate positions (z = 10 and z = 30
cm) was explained by excitation and, when electron temperature was measured to be
low enough, EIR.
PISCES-A
QED device was able to investigate the detached regime, but it had some limitations.
The plasma flux was not big enough to recreate the recycling process since the neutrals
produced at the target plate were dispersed in the great volume of the vacuum vessel;
the plasma density was quite low (ne ∼ 5 1019m−3) and processes as conduction and
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Figure 2.4: PISCES-A setup [38]
recycling were difficult to obtain. The ionisation process was weak as well (because of
both the limited temperature and density of the electrons). The detached regime was
instead simulated by puffing large amount if neutral gas into the experimental chamber.
For all these reasons QED could not be used to study the conduction and high recycling
regimes, and the transition between these and the detached regime.
PISCES-A was initially built in order to overcome these problems: figure 2.4 shows
a sketch of the device: again the plasma is magnetically confined along the length of
the device, but this time the upstream chamber and the target chamber are separated
by narrow tube; this was done to obtain a better control of the upstream conditions of
neutral density. The plasma radius was much bigger than the one in QED, approxima-
tively 2-3cm, the plasma temperature and density were also bigger: Te = 3 → 30 eV
and ni ≤ 1020 m−3. The device length is roughly 1 m; the magnetic field is uniform all
throughout the device (Bmax ∼ 1.5kG). The plasma source is made of a LaB6 cathode
disk and the arc current could be risen to 40A. The target pressure could range between
2 → 30 mTorr.
PISCES-A obtained similar results for the detached regime as QED, but the main
difference between the two was the ability of the latter to reproduce the transition be-
tween high recycling and detached regimes ([39]) without the injection a gas in the
experimental chamber (plasma recombination and neutral ionization are in equilib-
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rium). The results suggested that cross field diffusion was an important element of
detachment.
NAGDIS-II
Another important device which has been used for detachment studies is NAGDIS-II.
The plasma source of the NAGDIS-II device consists of a LaB6 disk whitch can be
biased to -85V with respect to the anode and the maximum arc current 25 A; the main
magnetic field can be changed from 0 to 0.2 T. The plasma is 1.2 m long and 2 cm in
diameter; the ion density can be as high as 1019 and they also report electron temper-
ature of 30 eV. One difference between NAGDIS-II and many other linear devices is
the absence of a diaphragm separating the vacumm vessel in two chamber; inside the
chamber, relatively large neutral pressure gradients were achieved through differential
pumping. NAGDIS-II has contributed to detachment research in a number of publi-
cations including the description of the MAR, the impact of radial transport (see table
2.1 for a list of references).
MAGNUM PSI
The MAGNUM PSI is being currently developed at the FOM institute for plasma
physics in the Netherlands. Its primary target is to produce a ITER-like plasma (Te ∼
10 eV and ni ∼ 1020 m−3) and investigate the interaction of a cold and dense plasma
with the solid target in an environment which mimic as closely as possible the ITER
divertor. At the present state the device is still under active development and the cur-
rent goal is to investigate the plasma property as it emerges from the plasma source,
obtain a complete description of its behaviours depending on external parameters such
as the magnetic field strength and the neutral density and achieve plasma conditions
similar to the ones expected in the ITER divertor.
The device is very similar to the majority of the existing devices. The vacuum
vessel is made of one single chamber 1 meter long; the main features of the device
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Figure 2.5: MAGNUM-PSI layout [54]
include a three cathode cascade source for a total of 50 to 80 A of arc current and a
pulsed magnetic field, which can reach 0.4 T in steady state, or 0.8, 1.2 or 1.6 T in
pulses of 2 seconds.
Preliminary observations have been published recently describing the plasma prop-
erties in the device. Both Argon and Hydrogen plasmas have been succesfully pro-
duced, with an electron temperature in the range of 0.2 to 1 eV and ion density above
1020; this measure has been obtained using both Langmuir probes and Thompson scat-
tering.
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The University of Manchester Linear System (referred to as the ULS) is a linear plasma
device in the standard configuration as described in section 2.1. It was built in 1984
to study the dynamic of a strongly magnetized cylindrical plasma column and the drift
wave instability. The plasma source utilized for the initial experiments was a duoplas-
matron, and was subsequently modified to a Demirkhanov source. The vacuum vessel
was rearranged in 1997 to separate the target chamber (or experimental chamber) from
the rest of the main vessel and obtain strong differential pumping between the different
sections of the device (source chamber, main chamber and target chamber). These two
modifications permitted to extend the operative range of the plasma state accessible
and perform divertor simulation studies. This chapter describes the device character-
istics, the important features, the diagnostics used to perform measurements of the
plasma properties in the Target Chamber.
The first section of the chapter will describe the actual device configuration in
terms of its physical and geometrical properties, the plasma source and its features, the
magnetic field strength and topology, the vacuum system, and a reference parameter
space for the target plasma. The second section will describe in details the diagnostic
methods, in particular the Langmuir probe system (the LPDAQ) and neutral emission
spectroscopy. The last section will review relevant results to EIR and detachment
studies obtained with the ULS.
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Figure 3.1: The University of Manchester Linear System configuration. The three
vacuum sections are shown with their respective diagnostic ports (three in each section;
the vertical diagnostic port is represented by a circle in the middle of the section; also
shown are the two end segments, the source and the target plate attached to the end
segments and the copper coils surrounding the main vessel and the orifice separating
the main chamber from the target chamber.
3.1 Device Characteristics
The complete configuration of the ULS device is shown in figure 3.1. The device is es-
sentially made of a large solenoid surrounding the vacuum vessel and a plasma source.
The vessel is made of three cylindrical sections and two end segments; each section
has three diagnostic ports, two lateral and one vertical opening where diagnostic such
as Langmuir probes and spectrometers can be inserted. The plasma source is located
at the near side of the device and the target plate at the Far Side; both are attached to
the vacuum vessel at each one of the the end segments. The pumping system is not
shown in figure; the two diffusion pumps providing the vacuum are attached to the side
of each end segment. The plasma is formed in the plasma source at the near end of
the device, it can flow through the Source Aperture into the vacuum vessel; the source
aperture is aligned with the vacuum vessel cylindrical axis.
The vacuum vessel is 1.58 m long and .24 m in diameter. It is divided into an
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“upstream” main chamber and a “downstream” target chamber by a metal plate con-
taining a small hole located on the device cylindrical axis, the Orifice, which enables
the plasma to flow from the upstream chamber into the target chamber. The metal plate
is inserted between the second and third segment; the upstream chamber is 1. m long
and the target chamber is .58 m long (including the two end segments).
Three metal surfaces of the device are in direct contact with the plasma: the source
reflector electrode, which is in contact with the plasma flowing out of the source into
the ULS vessel; the orifice in contact with the plasma flowing from the main chamber
into the target chamber, and the target plate at the end of the vessel. These three
surface could be floated with respect to one another, in which case each would acquire
a slightly different floating potential value depending on the plasma conditions at the
region of contact (Te, ni, Vp); they could also be connected and the resulting potential
would be determined by the currents emitted by the plasma at each location of contact.
3.1.1 The Duoplasmatron plasma source
The ULS device plasma source was developed at the former Physics Department of
the UMIST Institute in Manchester. The design of the ULS source was based on the
duoplasmatron plasma source described by Demirkhanov observations and analysis
[61; 63], and optimized for maximum plasma pressure output [55]. A brief description
of the current understanding of the plasma structure within this type of source will be
here presented, please refer to the extensive literature for a more complete description
(e.g. [61; 62; 68]).
The duoplasmatron source was developed by Von Ardenne [67] by adding one ad-
ditional floating electrode to a standard magnetized positive column glow discharge;
Demirkhanov studied and improved the device to obtain a high luminosity ion source
[61]. Due to its desirable properties such as the large neutral ionization rate and the
good ion luminosity, many other authors in subsequent years have contributed to the
understanding of the duoplasmatron with both experimental observations and theoret-
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ical modeling [68; 69].
Figure 3.2 shows the main features of a typical duoplasmatron source. It comprises
the cathode at one end of the source; the anode at the opposite end and an intermediate
electrode (IE in figure). The IE has usually a cylindrical shape which contain the
cathode and forms the Cathode Chamber; the neutral gas needed to form the discharge
is injected directly into the cathode chamber by valves. All around the IE a magnetic
coil is used to produce a strong magnetic field which confines the plasma particles
contained in the source. Both the Anode and the IE have a bore near the centre aligned
with the source axis (as in figure) called respectively the IE channel and the Anode
Aperture; these two bores enable the passage of the plasma particles from the cathode
chamber to the anode chamber and then into the vacuum outside the source. The
anode and the IE are made of magnetic materials so that the magnetic field strength
has a maximum near the exit of the IE channel. The complete layout presented in the
literature also includes an additional electron reflector located immediately beyond the
anode which is used to repel the electrons and focus the ions from the source onto the
experimental vessel.
The lifetime of a cathode depends on a large number of parameters such as the the
cathode potential fall which accelerate the plasma ions, the cathode material, its ther-
mal and chemical properties, in particular in relation to the working gas composition;
typical cathode lifetime of the ULS duoplasmatron was usually of some 300 hours or
more.
The addition of the intermediate electrode to a typical gas discharge (see the com-
parison between figure a and b 3.2) has the effect of separating the plasma which forms
between the anode and the cathode in a low density cathode plasma and the anode
plasma by a double layer which naturally forms at the entrance of the IE channel on
the cathode side. A strong electric field is sustained within the layer (the potential fall
denoted by W in figure), which accelerates the electrons of the low density cathode
plasma through the IE channel and towards the anode plasma, and conversely the ions
of the anode plasma back towards the cathode. This initial acceleration of the plasma
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Figure 3.2: Layout of a typical glow discharge (figure a) and a duoplasmatron source
[68] (b) and their axial potential profiles along the central axis. Figure a: K is the
cathode potential; P the plasma column potential; A the anode potential. Figure b:
E is the voltage drop across the entire arc, R the Intermediate Electrode Resistor; Q
the electron beam energy; W the double layer potential drop; D the cathode potential
fall; K the cathode voltage with respect to the anode; P the plasma potential. The blue
plasma regions denote a plasma dominated by fast electron ionization whereas in the
magenta regions the particle source is dominated by thermal ionization.
particles is accompanied by the magnetic plasma compression produced by the varying
magnetic field. Since the electrons before the magnetic field maximum are accelerated
by the double layer, their axial velocity when they reach this location is much larger
than the tangential component, and mirror effect is negligible. These two combined ef-
fects (the DL acceleration and the magnetic compression) form a dense and energetic
electron beam with a very high ionization probability. Whereas the cathode plasma is
a typical example of low density Townsend plasma discharge where ionization is es-
sentially produced by the thermalized electron within the plasma, in the anode plasma
it is dominated by the the electron beam and ionization of the neutral gas flowing from
the cathode chamber to the anode chamber is nearly total and very few neutral particles
reach the anode aperture.
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The duoplasmatron plasma has a complex potential profile along its axis as shown
in figure. The cathode is at the lowest potential compared to any other region within the
source; the reference potential in these cases is usually taken to be the anode which for
most devices is grounded. Typical cathode potential during normal operations of the
discharge ranges between -95 and -110 V for the ULS duoplasmatron, similar values
are also reported by other devices. The potential variation within the cathode plasma
is small, and has a sudden rise at the DL (denoted by W); on the other side of the
DL, the anode plasma display a potential well caused by the higher mobility of the
thermal electrons compared to the ion. This potential well has the effect of confining
the thermal electron electrostatically and enhance ionization. The potential fall Q in
figure denotes the energy of the electron beam and is the primary cause of the high
ionization of the duoplasmatron source; E is the applied potential difference between
the cathode and the anode.
During plasma start-up, the potential drop E is applied to the source; before plasma
formation the IE is at the same potential of the anode due to the presence of the IE
resistor (denoted by R in figure) which is usually of the order of 103 Ω. The thermionic
electrons ejected by the hot cathode initiate a cascade Townsend plasma between the
cathode and the IE. As the cathode plasma density increases and the electron current
onto the IE increases, its potential begin to decrease due to the high resistance of the
IE resistor; at this point some of the electrons begin to move towards the anode and
initiate the anode plasma. As the IE potential falls, the DL eventually forms regulating
the ion and electron transport across the IE channel, and forming the duoplasmatron
discharge as described above. Once the discharge is formed, the IE resistor is large
enough and the IE can be assumed to be floating; the electron and ion currents onto it
are essentially equal and its potential is essentially related to the electron temperature
of the cathode plasma.
The peak plasma density that can be achieved with this type of source when run
with the addition of the electron reflector plate and ion extractor lens (two additional
electrodes placed beyond the anode and usually at the same potential as the anode
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Figure 3.3: Plasma Conditions for varying Gas Injection in the Demirkhanov Source
plate) is usually of the order of ni ∼ 1019 m−3. The electron temperature varies over a
very wide range depending on the source conditions, geometry and the gas condition
in the vessel; typically it is found that peak values for Te can reach 100 eV in certain
conditions, and can go as low as .5 eV.
As it was discussed above, the plasma potential is therefore related to the vessel
potential by two interaction regions: the source anode which is grounded as the ULS
walls, and the cathode which is set at -100±5V by the plasma source power supply; all
other regions of interaction between the plasma and the device are insulated.
3.1.2 The Main Magnetic Field
The magnetic field of the ULS is produced by a series of ten planar coaxial round coils
surrounding the cylindrical vessel (figure 3.1 shows the location of the coils). Each coil
is made of 18 concentric windings of copper tube; the average radius of the winding in
a coil is .17 m; during operations water flows in the tube windings to avoid overheating
of the coil. The windings are encased in a solid frame. All the coils are separated by a
constant distance of .145 m.
The ULS magnetic field topology produced by the coils has been studied both
theoretically and experimentally by a number of people in the past. In particular H K
Qaosim [17], G Sewell [16] and Rusbridge [56] have reported measurements of the B
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Figure 3.4: Axial variation of the magnetic field strength in the ULS device obtained
from equation 3.1 for the maximum current obtained by the current power supply 750
A, the EIR dominated scenario 600 A and the molecular scenario 400 A (see next
chapter for the descriptions of the experimental scenarios). The “ripple” effect due to
the coil spacings can be seen in the centre of the image
strength. Zhang [18] and Qaosim studied the magnetic field at the edge of the device
(between the source aperture and the first coil, within the volume of the source end
segment) in order to determine the effect of the magnetic mirror force on the plasma
particle injection from the plasma source into the main magnetic field.
In the present work the axial magnetic field is estimated using the simple formula:
Bmain =
∑
coils
µ0 R2e f f
2( R2
e f f + (lc,i − l)2 )2/3
 Nw Imain (3.1)
where the sum is performed for each coil, Nw is the number of winding in each coil
and Imain is the current driven in the main magnetic field circuit (the total coil current
is therefore Nw Imain), Re f f is the effective location of the total current flowing in each
coil (the average radius of the windings in a coil was used for simplicity), lc,i is the
axial location of each coil. It is found that in the centre of the device (between the third
and the third-last coil from the source) the end losses and the finite length of the main
magnetic solenoid do not produce a major deviation from the simple infinite solenoid
expression (B = µ0(N/le f f )I with N = 10 and le f f is the distance between the first and
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the last coil) besides a small “ripple” effect due to the finite coil spacing; the end losses
are rather strong near the two ends of the device where the B decreases more than 60%
in strength. The axial variation of the magnetic field along the device cylindrical axis
obtained with equation 3.1 is shown in figure 3.4 (please refer to Qaosim thesis [17]
for details on the measured magnetic field strength).
Qaosim also reported radial measurements of the magnetic field strength in region
occupied by the plasma using a calibrated Hall probe. From the experimental results
he concluded that the magnetic field is nearly uniform within a radial distance of 5 cm
from the device axis all the length of the device from roughly 10 cm in front of the
source orifice to about 10 cm before the target plate.
3.2 Langmuir Probes
Langmuir probes are devices which can be used to measure the plasma Ion Density ni
and the Electron Temperature Te at a specific location of the plasma. They consist of
a metal surface of known surface area Al which is placed in contact with the plasma
and biased to different potential values Vl; the current characteristic emitted by the
plasma onto the probe is then sampled. The I-V plot so obtained is called the Probe
Characteristic and can be used to obtain estimations of Te and ni in the near proximity
of the metal surface of the probe.
This section introduces the Langmuir probe system used on he ULS to obtain cross
field profiles of the Electron Temperature Te and Ion Density ni. In particular the
methods used to acquire the data will be described and discussed.
3.2.1 Langmuir Probe Data Acquisition
The Langmuir Probes used during the experiment were made of a cylindrical metal rod
covered by an insulator which leaves only a small fraction of the rod to interact with
the plasma. All probes were made of Tungsten and the insulator was ceramic. The
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L
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Figure 3.5: LPDAS Probe Diagram. Shown in the picture are the probe surface shaded
in grey, the probe Length L and diameter D
dimensions of the uncovered metal area of each probe can be seen in table 3.1, figure
3.5 shows the typical Langmuir Probe design of the LPDAS system.
Three different probes were used to acquire information about the state of the
plasma at different axial positions: the Central Langmuir Probe (CLP) located at an
axial location of 22 cm from the orifice; the Axial Langmuir Probe (ALP) which could
be placed at 16. and 29. cm from the orifice; the Target Langmuir Probe (TLP) placed
at 50 cm from the Orifice (5 cm from the target plate). The TLP and CLP could be
moved at any radial location within the target chamber by a motor. The radial position
of the two probes could be recorded for each measurement.
During data acquisition the probes would be biased to various potential values Vl
with respect to the ULS vessel, which itself was grounded as well as the plasma source
anode. The probe current would be recorded for each potential value. A number of
parameters could be modified during data acquisition:
1. The Potential Range Vl = VI → VF: for each characteristics VF and VI could
be specified to avoid overheating due to high electron currents and to focus on
the most interesting region of the characteristic; the voltage range is then given
by the difference of the final and initial potential Vr = VF − VI;
2. The Number of Potential Steps Nchar: this parameter defines the potential step
Vs = Vr/Nchar; the plasma current Il emitted was measured for each voltage step
Vl = VI + step ∗Vs; this parameter defines to how many current values would be
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read for each characteristic;
3. The Current Integration Time ts: the current was measured by charging a ca-
pacitor; the integration time defines the charging time; the error on the current
measurement was determined by the length of the integration time; acquisition
time of one probe characteristic is therefore tchar = Nchar ∗ ts.
For most characteristics recorded, the typical potential range was Vprobe= -25. →
25. V, the number of steps Nchar=125 giving a potential step of Vstep = .4 V and the
current integration time tstep=10ms (this value was close to the lower limit of the probe
acquisition system), giving a total characteristic acquisition time tchar =1.25 s.
For each scenario of interest the CLP was used to obtain a complete radial profile
of Te and ni. The profile was obtained by switching the CLP acquisition system on and
letting it acquire plasma characteristic continuously at a rate of one characteristic per
acquisition time tchar. After the first couple of characteristics were obtained (usually
5), the probe positioning motor would be switched on so that the probe would move
radially at constant speed; after some time the probe crossed the centre of the plasma
(this was marked by the maximum current measured), at this point the positioning
motor would be switched off and the acquisition time tcoll was recorded.
The collection time tcoll, the distance travelled by the probe dcoll and the number of
characteristics acquired ncoll were recorded for each profile. The characteristic asso-
ciated with the highest currents within a profile, characteristic number npeak, was as-
sumed to be recorded when the probe was in the proximity of the centre of the plasma
(the region where the ion density is largest). The radial location of each characteristic
of one profile di was assigned using the equation di = dcoll (npeak − ni)/ncoll where ni is
the profile number.
Figure 3.7 shows the probe floating potential measured by the CLP while recording
the radial profile for five different pressure cases. To obtain a better estimation of the
plasma centre, a Gaussian function was fitted to the floating potential profiles.
Typical probe motor speed during the radial profile acquisition was vprobe ∼ .2 mm
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Probe L (mm) D (mm) Pos (cm)
CLP 1.5 .50 22.
TLP 1.5 1.0 50.
RLP .9 .9 16. or 29.
Table 3.1: LPDAS Probe Dimensions; L is the probe length, D is the probe diameter
(refer to figure 3.5). D and L are affected by an error of ±.02 mm
s−1, which means that while the probe recorded one profile, it would move by roughly
dchar ∼ .25 mm. The steepest radial temperature gradient in the ULS plasma was
measured in the low density and high temperature case with very low neutral particles
in the target chamber (case 0 in figure 3.7); for this case, the temperature gradients
measure were of the order of 2.5 eV mm−1, giving a temperature difference between
the beginning and the end of the characteristic acquisitions of ∆Te ∼ .5 eV. Since the
potential step set during characteristic acquisition was of .4 V, the effect of the probe
motion on the characteristic may be of some significance. However, the lengths of all
probe is 1.mm or above, therefore the temperature uncertainty on the measurement of
both Te and ni due to the probe size is much greater that the one caused by the probe
motion.
For the target radial profiles a different approach was used. The density near the
target even in the core of the plasma in some cases was very low and the current
integration time could not be set as small as for the CLP. The characteristic integration
time in this case could be as long as 5 sec and, since the TLP positioning motor could
not move any slower than .2 mm s−1, the only way to obtain the radial profile was to
move the probe by steps and record one or more characteristics for each position.
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Figure 3.6: Example of probe characteristic obtained during the EIR regime in the
proximity of the plasma centre and its analysis; in region A the characteristic is entirely
dominated by the ion Isat, region B is the transition region where Vl ∼ Vp, and in region
C the characteristic is dominated by the electron Isat. The characteristic analysis is
shown on the plot to the right: the ion Isat fit is removed from the measured current and
then the two exponential fits on the first part of the transition region are obtained using
non-linear least square regression: Te ∼ 1.17 eV and 1.23 for the two fits, ni ∼ 1.4 1019
m−3. The plasma potential was estimated at Vp ∼ 22 ± 2 V
3.2.2 Probe Characteristics Interpretation
The current measured by a Langmuir probe depends on the number of ions and elec-
trons collected by the probe surface Al as Vl sweeps from low to high voltages:
Iprobe = Iions + Ielectrons
= e−
∑
s
ZsΓs − Γe
Al (3.2)
where the subscript s represents each ion specie present in the plasma and Zs is the ion
specie charge; note ions of different masses but same Z have to be included in the sum
separately since their speed and density is different and their collection rate Γ may be
different. The electron and ion fluxes depend on the local plasma conditions and on the
potential bias applied to the probe with respect to the plasma potential in the proximity
of the probe ∆V = Vl − Vp:
Is = Is(ni, ne,Ti,Te,∆V)
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Figure 3.7: Radial profile of the floating potential measured by the CLP with respect
to the ULS wall potential. the four cases shown refer to different target pressure Ptar
conditions: Case 0 Ptar = .005±.002Pa, Case 1 Ptar = .2±.05Pa, Case 2 Ptar = .5±.05Pa,
Case 3 Ptar = .8±.05Pa, Case 4 Ptar = 1.2±.1Pa
where s now represents either the electrons or the ions. In this expression each ion
specie density ni s should be included explicitly, but for simplicity only Hydrogen
plasma will now be considered (including its isotopes), so that s = i, e and Z = 1,
as is the case of the ULS plasma.
When the electrostatic potential within an unmagnetized plasma varies spatially,
the electrons redistribute themselves according to the balance of the fluid forces due
to pressure gradients and the electromagnetic force. For an unmagnetized and isother-
mal plasma, the results of the pressure and electric force balance is expressed by the
Boltzmann Relation for the electrons:
ne(V1) = ne(V2) exp
(
−e
−∆V
kb Te
)
(3.3)
where V1 and V2 represent the electrostatic potential values at two nearby locations.
The unperturbed plasma is characterized by a given spatial electrostatic potential
Vp. When the probe is inserted into the plasma volume and biased to negative poten-
tial Vl < Vp, a perturbed region will form around the plasma where the electrostatic
potential will deviate from its original value. At the probe surface, the electron density
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Figure 3.8: Distance between the sheath boundary and the flat surface causing it for
four plasma scenarios at various values of the probe bias potential. The potential on
the x-axis is referenced to the plasma potential Vp.
is obtained using the potential difference ∆V and the Boltzmann relation. The electron
flux on the probe is obtained using the maxwellian particle diffusion across a surface:
Γe =
1
4
ve ne(∆V) (3.4)
where ve is the electron thermal speed. Note that both equations 3.3 and 3.4 assume
that the typical lengths associated with gradients in the plasma are much smaller than
the perturbed region where the electric field of the probe can penetrate.
When the probe is biased to very negative potential Vl ≪ Vp, a region called
sheath forms in the proximity of the probe surface where charge separation can take
place ne , ni due to the strong electric field generated by the probe potential; this
charged region extends from the probe surface into the plasma volume for a length
which depends on the probe potential. For the simplest case where the ions are very
cold Ti ≪ Te far away from the probe and collisions can be ignored, an expression for
the potential at the edge of the sheath can be derived:
Vsh ≡ Vbohm = Vp −
kbTe
2e−
(3.5)
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Figure 3.9: Fit for the ion Isat (the full characteristic is shown in figure 3.6)
and the ions which are accelerated by the potential difference ∆V = Vp − Vsh, when
they reach the sheath boundary, they travel at the Bohm speed:
vions ≡ c =
(
kb Te
mi
)1/2
(3.6)
Equation 3.5 is very similar to the Bohm Criterion for the sheath formation.
The ion flux collected by the probe is equal to the number of ions crossing the
sheath boundary:
Γi = ni(Vsh) c (3.7)
and, since quasi-neutrality is still preserved at the sheath boundary, the density of the
ions can be derived using equation 3.3 using ni(Vsh) ∼ ne(Vsh):
Ii = e− ΓiAl = e− ne(Vsh) c Ash
= e− exp
(
−1
2
)
np c Ash (3.8)
where np = ne(Vp) = ni(Vp) is the plasma density, Ash and Al are the Sheath Boundary
and the probe Surface Areas.
It is remarkable that the ion current onto the probe, equation 3.8, depends on the
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probe potential only through the sheath surface Ash = Ash(Vl). Figure 3.8 shows
the distance between the sheath boundary and a surface biased to low voltage values
for different plasma conditions: as the probe potential approached Vp the sheath size
decreases rapidly until it finally disappears; when the surface potential is very negative,
the sheath length assumes a more linear relation to the bias potential.
The sheath size is largest for low values of the plasma density, and it never exceeds
the dimensions of the probes used in the ULS. A simplified estimation of the sheath
length is lsh/λd ∼ 4. For the ULS plasma, the Debye Length is always λd ≤ .1mm:
the largest debye length was measured at the edge of a collisionless, high temperature,
low density scenario where the electron temperature was found to be Te ∼ .5 eV and
the density was of the order of ni ∼ 1016 m−3; for this conditions the Debye length was
λd ∼ .05 mm; this value is still much smaller than the dimension of the probe used,
and in all measurements the probe surface is used instead of the sheath surface area.
Figure 3.6 shows an example of a typical Langmuir probe characteristic near the
plasma centre during recombination and its analysis. To obtain Te and ni the ion satura-
tion current is first calculated by fitting a second order polynomial on the portion of the
characteristic which is dominated by the ion Isat in region A. The electron component of
the characteristic in the transition region (region B) is then obtained by subtracting the
ion saturation current calculated using the polynomial fit from the characteristic. The
electron temperature Te is estimated by fitting an exponential function on the electron
component of the characteristics; as seen in equation 3.3, Te is the inverse of the expo-
nential coefficient (when the temperature is in eV the Boltzmann constant is kb ≡ e).
Once a value for Te has been obtained, ni is derived from the ion saturation current
Isat using relation 3.8. Since the Isat is slightly curved, the value used to infer the ion
density was calculated by estimating the value of Isat at the floating potential using the
fitting parameters of the ion saturation portion of the probe characteristic.
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3.3 Neutral Emission
This section will describe how spectral radiation from bound electrons of the neutral
gas present in the target chamber of the ULS interacting with the plasma column was
observed and the type of informations about the plasma state at a specific location can
be obtained.
Previous work on the ULS device has demonstrated and analysed the existence and
differences between two very distinct emission patterns. These two spectral regimes
are summarized in figure 3.10. The following section will highlight the current un-
derstanding of the basic atomic and molecular interactions with the plasma electrons
which are thought to contribute to the two distinct regimes.
3.3.1 Excitation Relaxation Equilibrium
When neutral particles interact with a hot plasma, a number of higher energy states
may become populated. Neutral atoms with one or more electrons in high energy
states are called excited particles; line emission from bound electrons is due to the
relaxation process of electrons in high energy states decaying spontaneously to lower
energy states; the photon emitted by such decay has an energy corresponding to the
energy difference between the high and the low energy states of the transition.
Light emitted from the neutral atoms and molecules when interacting with a hot
plasma contains information about the plasma state, in particular about the electron
temperature Te and density ne. The light emission of a given energy transition from
a excited state i to a lower state j depends on the population of the excited state Ni
(by convention a capital N will denote the neutral particle population while a small
n the population of the plasma species) and the i → j transition probability, which
essentially describe the “affinity” of the two orbitals. The state population Ni when the
neutral particles are interacting with the plasma electrons is in general determined by
the excitation rate, which depends on the energy of the plasma electron exciting the
bound electron (see equation 1.5).
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Figure 3.10: Typical spectral emission observed in the ULS device during detach-
ment: top graph shows the typical emission associated with high Te, atomic hydrogen
emission essentially dominated by dissociation reactions; bottom graph is a typical
EIR-Dominated spectrum showing the high energy lines following a near-exponential
shape.
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Transition Symbol Eγ (eV) λ (nm) Ai, j (s−1)
Lyman Series
2 → 1 Lα 10.204 121.5 1.24 109
3 → 1 Lβ 12.094 102.5 3.34 108
4 → 1 Lγ 12.755 97.25 1.36 108
Balmer Series
3 → 2 Hα 1.8897 656.11 1.80 108
4 → 2 Hβ 2.551 486.0 6.31 107
5 → 2 Hγ 2.857 433.9 3.01 107
6 → 2 Hδ 3.023 410.1 1.67 107
Table 3.2: Spectral data for some Hydrogen transitions; shown on the table are the
transition energy Eγ, the wavelength λ and the transition probability Ai, j (refer to [93]
and [10])
In the most general case the state population Ni depends on the equilibrium of re-
actions populating the state such excitation from lower states, relaxation from higher
states, recombination of plasma electrons directly to that level, and reactions which
decrease the number of electrons of the state such as relaxations to lower states, exci-
tation to higher states, ionization. Transport of excited particles may also play a role
in the local condition of the energy level populations but in the ULS can be safely
ignored. When the photon and neutral densities are large, photon induced excitation,
decay and photon absorption may also be determinant in determining the population
density; the ULS plasma may reach relatively high ne (up to 1019 m−3) yet its size is
small and the neutral density is low; these reactions can also be ignored.
Another category of reactions which will be here ignored are assisted relaxations
such as:
Ai + e− → A j + e−
where Ai and A j are the neutral particle in a high and low states respectively (note that
the right hand side of the reaction does not include the emitted photon since the energy
excess is absorbed by the assisting electron), and secondary excitations (or ionizations)
which involves the excitation of a particle already in an excited state.
To estimate whether electron assisted decay, secondary excitations or ionization
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Figure 3.11: Two equilibrium situations: figure a shows the typical coronal equilib-
rium, figure b shows the thermal equilibrium between the plasma electrons and the
high energy states of the recombining atom, and the relaxation processes
and transport processes are relevant, the dwell time of the excited state within the
plasma volume τdwell, the secondary excitation rate from the i level to any higher level
τsec may be estimated and compared with the excited state lifetime τexcited,i. The second
excited state of Hydrogen atom n=2 will be now considered (further on in this work
will be shown that the atomic hydrogen density in the target chamber of the ULS is
negligible, this calculation is only intended to give a first order approximation). The
only decay transition involved is from the second to the first levels 2 → 1. The excited
state lifetime time is given by:
τexcited,i =
∑
j<i
Ai, j

−1
(3.9)
where the Ai, j are the transition frequencies (measured in s−1). Using the values in
table 3.2, the excitation time for Hn=2 is τexcited,2 = A−12,1 = 8.1 10−10 s. The dwell time
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τcoll ≥ 10−5 s
τtrans ∼ 10−5 s
τdecay ∼ 10−8 s
Table 3.3: Plasma collision timescales
τdwell can be estimated using the average thermal energy of the Hydrogen atoms: if the
neutral gas temperature in the target chamber is TH ∼ 300 K, the thermal speed of the
particles is vth = (8 kb TH/π mH)1/2 ∼ 2.5 103 m/s for neutral Hydrogen thermalize with
the ULS walls at ∼ 300 K (this may not be true since atomic Hydrogen is only produced
by electron dissociation within the plasma volume and therefore may be hotter than the
surrounding atoms); the dwell time is τdwell ∼ ldwell/vth ∼ 10−5 s, where ldwell ∼ 1cm
is the ULS plasma macroscopic size (neutral particle diffusion and self collisionality
are here neglected, when diffusion is included this value for τdwell would be slightly
larger). The 2 → 3 excitation time is somewhat more difficult to estimate due to the
large range of Te and the lack of excitation cross sectional data. A simpler approach is
to estimate the encounter time between electrons with an energy of Eth > 2.5 eV and
the hydrogen atoms: using the electron scattering cross section for Eth impact energy
σcoll ∼ 2.10−15 cm2 (this energy correspond to the threshold energy for the 2 → 3
transition), the electron population above Eth (the threshold energy for the transition)
n
Eth
e ∼ 1017 m−3 and the electron thermal speed at 2 eV vth ∼ 106 m/s, the collision time
can be estimated τcoll = (nEthe vth σcoll)−1 ≥ 10−5 s. This value is much smaller than the
actual secondary excitation timescale since only a small fraction of the collisions will
lead to an excitation (σcoll ≫ σ2→3). Table 3.3 shows the estimated plasma timescales.
From this simple estimation it appears evident that neutral decay is a much faster
process than both electron collisions and transport. This observation has two con-
sequences: excitation is a localized phenomenon and as soon as an excited state is
formed, it immediately decays much before the excited particle is transported to a
different location confirming the above assumption that neutral transport can be ne-
glected, and secondly that secondary collisions are negligible and all excitations take
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place from the ground state.
In the equilibrium situation, for each energy state of the hydrogen atom Hi the
decay rate and the excitation rate must be equal:
ni
τi,excited
= nH ne < σ1,i v >
where ni is the state population and < σ j,i v > is the integral over the velocity space
of the impact velocity v times the decay cross section normalized to fe(r, v) the plasma
electron distribution < x >=
∫
v
x fe /
∫
v
fe. This espression can be rearranged to obtain:
ncoronali
nH
=
ne < σ1,i v >∑
j<i Ai, j
(3.10)
which is a simple form of the Coronal Equilibrium equation.
3.3.2 Recombination Emission
When the electron ion recombination rate becomes relevant, the neutral emission may
be strongly affected by the presence of the recombining electrons in the higher energy
levels. Figure 3.11 is a graphical description of the EIR-dominated emission and the
coronal equilibrium emission.
EIR-dominated emission is characterized by large amount of light from the higher
energy levels. EIR light is mostly associated with low temperature plasmas (Te < 1
eV) and large density (usually ne ≥ 5. 1017). In this temperature range excitation from
the ground state, and from the n = 2 state may become insignificant (the threshold
energy for the 1 → 2 excitation process is Eth > 5 eV and peak excitation cross section
for this reaction is σ1,2 ∼ 10−16 cm2 for an impact energy of ∼ 40 eV [10]).
Ionization cross section for high energy levels of the Hydrogen atom is much larger
than for lower energy levels, and it exceeds the collisional (elastic) cross section of the
Hn=1 state which was used to estimate the collisional time in the previous section; the
reason for this behaviour is that the high energy orbitals are much larger in size than the
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lower ones. Also, the small energy difference between the high energy levels and the
free state is small. This leads to the consequence that the excited state lifetime above
a threshold level nth may become larger than the excitation (ionization) time. In this
case, when excitation (and ionization) becomes dominant over decay for the energy
level above nth, the losses of electrons from one orbital due to decay into lower levels
is negligible and the bound electrons become in thermal equilibrium with the plasma
electrons. The electron population of each excited state is described in this case by the
Saha equation:
nS ahai = n
2
e gi
(
h2
2πmekbTe
)3/2
exp
(
ǫi
kbTe
)
(3.11)
where gi is the i level degeneracy, h the Planck constant, kb is the Boltzmann constant
and ǫi is the level ionization energy.
The exponential nature of eq 3.11 can be seen in figure 3.10. For the experimental
conditions in figure, the threshold level is nth ∼ 4 as the only line which lays far from
the exponential behaviour is Hα corresponding to the 3 → 2 transition.
3.3.3 Molecular Hydrogen Emission
In the previous subsection it was pointed out that atomic Hydrogen population within
the ULS plasma volume may be relatively small compared with molecular Hydrogen.
Some evidence of this has been found using the EIRENE neutral Monte Carlo transport
package (see next chapters) which predicts a very small percentage of atomic Hydro-
gen formed within the chamber. Experimental evidence of the significant population
of excited states of the H2 molecule is the strong spectral emission of the Fulcher
band, spectral lines associated with vibrational transition of the Hydrogen molecule
(figure 3.10). The importance of molecular Hydrogen in describing the dynamics of
magnetized plasma and detachment for linear devices and tokamak divertor has been
recognized by a large number of authors [27; 33; 34; 43; 44]. Large populations of
molecular Hydrogen vibrational excited state H2(NΛ, v, l) (where N and Λ represent
the electron wave function principal quantum number and the angular momentum re-
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spectively, v is the quantum number associated to the vibrational state and l to the
molecular rotation) have been linked in numerous publication to the formation of Hy-
drogen negative ions H− and molecular Hydrogen positive ions H+2 (and possibly their
excited states) through both electron and ion impact dissociation and ionization. These
species are involved in MAR processes and may lead to significant recombination rates
for plasma with relatively high electron temperature Te ≥ 1 eV. In recent years the re-
search on crossectional data for vibrationally resolved molecular Hydrogen transitions
H2(NΛ, v) → H2(N′Λ′, v′) has been greatly extended in order to obtain realistic Colli-
sional Radiative (CR) models of the low temperature Hydrogen plasma (Te in the range
of .1 to 50 eV).
As for the spectroscopic signature of significant excited state of the H2 molecule
in the ULS device, this can be devided into two components: molecular transitions
between electronic and vibro-rotational states give rise to the molecular emission while
dissociative processes and the formation of different molecular configurations (such as
H+2 and H− mentioned above) may contribute significantly to the atomic Hydrogen
spectral emission when the product of the dissociative collision is a H atom in an
excited state effectively modifying the state population. A CR model based on the
observation of the molecular emission was developed by B Mihaljcˇic´ in collaboration
with U Frantz (refer to [13] for details). The model was used to interpret the Fulcher-α
band observed in the molecular-dominated spectral regime and to interpret and obtain
information about the H2 vibrational and rotational temperature. This estimation was
subsequently used to infer MAR rates.
In this work a complete description of the H2(NΛ, v, l) states from the observed
molecular emission has not been attempted due to the complexity of the problem and
the large number of reaction involved. Modelling of the H2 molecular emission in
particular in relation to its impact on atomic Hydrogen line emission has been obtained
using the EIRENE code as will be described below. Here it will be noted that when the
electron temperature is too low to effectively excite the ground state of the Hydrogen
atoms (Te ≤ 5 eV as in figure 3.10), the only processes giving rise to significant atomic
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Hydrogen emissions are molecular dissociative reactions involving either an excited
state of the H2 molecule or one of the ionic products of H2 reactions with plasma
particles H+2 and H−. Here the most prominent reactions which contribute to the atomic
Hydrogen emission are listed in terms of the unstable species decaying into an excited
Hydrogen atom; these unstable particles must be formed by a previous reaction such
as electron or ion impact with a molecule (see [11], [10] and [93] for a review of
crossectional data of reactions involving molecular and atomic Hydrogen ions and their
excited states):
H2(NΛ, ǫ) → H(n) + H(m) (3.12)
H2(NΛ)diss → H(n) + H(m) (3.13)
(H2−)diss → H(n) + H− (3.14)
→ H(n) + H + e (3.15)
(H2+)diss → H(n) + p (3.16)
p + H2 → H(n) + H2+ (3.17)
p + H− → H(n) + H(m) (3.18)
e + H2+ → H(n) + H(m) (3.19)
In these reaction the superscript diss has been used to represent one of the pos-
sible NΛ unbound molecular and molecular ion orbitals whereas NΛ, ǫ represents a
bound orbital excited to the vibrational continuum. These states are normally formed
either through electron impact, ion collision or decay from a higher bound state of
the molecule (either emissive decay or as a result of another collision). The n and m
represent any electron state of the Hydrogen atom.
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3.4 Imaging
B Mihaljcˇic´ in his work obtained an extensive description of the axial spectral emis-
sion of the ULS plasma within the target chamber for the atomic Hydrogen emission;
molecular Hydrogen emission was observed only for one axial location correspond-
ing to the location of the side diagnostic port of the target chamber. This extensive
spectral database was used to characterized the switch from the EIR dominated to the
MAR dominated regimes (as mentioned above, these names do not strictly refer to the
emission pattern but rather to the dominant recombination mode). Rates for the MAR
reactions were estimated from CR models applied to the Filcher-α band observed dur-
ing the MAR regime.
From a simple naked eye observation of the EIR-dominated spectral regime it is
evident that the plasma radial transport is of primary importance to understand the EIR
dominated regime and the switching of the two regimes: the EIR light could be clearly
seen as a blue glowing region of annular shape suggesting that particles had to be
transported radially to a certain distance from the plasma core before they recombined.
Mihaljcˇic´ used a mirror of small size inserted inside the ULS chamber to reflect the
emission of a specific axial location onto the aperture of a high resolution spectrometer;
the mirror could be moved to different axial locations so as to obtain an axial profile of
the spectral emission. With this system a high resolution spectrum could be obtained
for each axial location during different emissive regimes, but, on the other hand, it was
impossible to resolve the complex radial structure always associated to the EIR light.
The experimental observations described in this work were initially meant to be
an extension of the work initiated by Mihaljcˇic´ as to include the radial structure of the
plasma emission during EIR detachment. The approach used here to obtain the spectral
data was of a different kind. A high resolution camera was used to image the plasma
light on a CCD array. Between the camera and the plasma emission a set of different
monochromator filters could be inserted to select the emission in the desired spectral
range. Using this system, a detailed description of the radial and axial emission could
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CCD size 7.45×7.45 mm
Active Pixels 1000×1000
Pixel Size 7.4×7.4 µm
Shutter Speed 10 µs to .01 s
Long Integration .01 to 10 s
Lens 25 mm 1.4
Table 3.4: DivCamProperties
be obtained, although line shape measurements and other techniques requiring high
resolution spectral information could not be performed.
3.4.1 The DivCam System
The DivCam high resolution imaging system was developed at the Culham Science
Centre in order to obtain a detailed spatial description of the plasma emission of the
MAST experiment. The MAST device (Mega Ampere Spherical Tokamak) is a Tight
Aspect Ratio tokamak operative at the Culham Science Centre since 1999. The topol-
ogy of a tight aspect ratio tokamak is somewhat different compared to the conventional
tokamak in that the plasma aspect ratio, A = R/r (R and r are respectively the major
and minor radius) approaches unity (MAST aspect ratio is A ∼ 1.4). The open geom-
etry of the MAST vessel (as opposed to all conventional tokamaks and other devices)
permitted to obtain very good quality images of the whole edge optical emission.
The DivCam camera body is a IPX Camera c© of the Imperx family. It consists of
a rigid body 6.7×6.7×4.2 cm in size. The front face of the camera body contains the
aperture where the focusing lens can be mounted. The lens used for the experiments
was a 25 mm 1.4 lens; this lens is different from the one used in the MAST experiment
due to the reduced diagnostic port size. A 1000×1000 pixel CCD array is fitted within
the camera body; the CCD array is a 12-bit KODAK KAI-1020 Image Sensor. Table
3.4 contains the information related to the DivCam imaging system. The DivCam also
included an analog to digital converter to transform the data obtained from the CCD
into a digital signal which was then sent to the control pc for the analysis.
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Filter λ f (nm) T f (percent) ∆ f (nm)
Dα 656.7 69.83 3.36
Dβ 486.15 45.00 1.64
Dγ 434.01 46.41 1.49
Dδ 411.18 45.02 5.35
F-α 601.68 69.97 2.02
Table 3.5: DivCam Filters Peak Transmission Wavelength λ f , Peak Transmission T f
and Full Width Half Maximum ∆ f ; last filter labelled F-α was used to monitor the
Fulcher-α band
In front of the camera a “filter wheel holder” was mounted. Six monochromator
dichroic filters could be mounted on the filter holder; the filter holder aperture was
slightly smaller than the lens aperture and part of the angle of view of the lens was
obscured. This effect was relatively unimportant since the camera was looking at the
plasma from one of the small diagnostic openings in the target chamber and only the
central part of the CCD detector was imaging the plasma. Four filters were used for the
visible atomic Hydrogen spectral lines, table 3.5 shows the visible Balmer line filters
properties. A fifth filter could be used to obtain integrated Fulcher-α band emission.
The original DivCam system used on the MAST divertor and SOL was made of two
different camera bodies and filter wheels. The incoming light from the MAST window
was split with a beam splitter; this way two simultaneous images of different spectral
lines could be obtained. On the ULS the plasma emission is fairly time invariant and
images could be taken at long time intervals and still compared together without the
concerns of time varying phenomena such as in tokamak devices.
3.4.2 DivCam Image Processing
The images of the plasma obtained with the DivCam were processed before being
used. The image processing included three steps: after the images were stored as two
dimensional arrays containing the count per pixel on the control pc, the first step was
to remove dead and malfunctioning pixels; the second step consisted in convolving the
matrices with a 5×5 square filter to minimize noise; once a clean image was obtained,
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Figure 3.12: DivCam Noise Removal. Top: pixel counts for the middle row of the
detector (i = 500; j = 1 → 500); middle: same portion of the image after the malfunc-
tioning pixels have been removed; bottom: clean image
the data was then converted from pixel count to more suitable irradiance units (mW
m−2) describing the radiative power fallen on the pixels.
To remove the dead pixels two different methods were tested with similar results.
The first method consisted in convolving the original data with a 10×10 square matrix
and then comparing the original data with the new convolved matrix: if the original
pixel value was Ci, j where i, j are the matrix indices (corresponding to a specific loca-
tion on the CCD array) and ci j the new convolved value for the same pixel, the pixel
value was retained if 1/2ci, j < Ci, j < 2ci, j, otherwise it was discarded. the second
method was essentially the same but rather than using a convolution filter to obtain the
ci, j, a median filter was used with the same window size.
The second step consisted in the removal of noise. The plasma emission was rela-
tively small for most of the accessible experimental scenarios, in particular during the
H2 regime. Typical relative error was found to be ∼ 10% for Hα and Hβ and it could
exceed 30% for Hγ in the H2 regime. To minimize noise, it was found that the intensity
gradients from the plasma emission were smaller than 10 pixel. A window of 5×5
was found to be a reasonable compromise to reduce noise and leave intact the intensity
gradients from the plasma emission.
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The last step in the image processing involved the conversion from pixel count to
irradiance unit. This was accomplished by applying a pixel conversion factor ki, j so
that the power radiated by the source onto each pixel could be obtained using a simple
linear relation:
Ni, j
tI
= ki, j Li, j (3.20)
where Ni, j is the pixel counts after noise removal, tI is the image integration time and
Li, j is the source radiance on the spatial location of pixel i, j. The pixel conversion
factor ki, j essentially describes the whole DivCam optical system properties; it can be
expressed in terms of the physical properties of the imaging system:
k = Q (1 − F ) Al cos
4(θ)
f 2 Ap Ψ f T f Tl (3.21)
where Q is a coefficient including the quantum efficiency, the gain and the AC/DC
converter of the DivCam CCD; Al is the imaging lens area; F is the fraction of light
removed by any mechanical stop obscuring part of the aperture pupil (mechanical vi-
gnetting); the cos4(θ) factor describes the variation of the solid angle collected by the
lens at varying glancing angles θ; Ap is the pixel area; f the lens focal; Ψ f a dimen-
sionless coefficient describing the filter vignetting for a given glancing angle θ; T f and
Tl are the filter and the lens transmissions. Note that in this expression F and Ψs are
function of the glancing angle and therefore vary for each pixel; also Q and Ψs depend
on the spectral properties of the source. The vignetting coefficients F , Ψ f and the two
transmissions T are dimensionless; Q has unit J−1. The conversion factor so defined
has units J−1 sr m2.
To obtain the ki, j coefficients, absolute calibration of the DivCam imaging system
was performed. The calibration coefficients were calculated by imaging the port of a
calibrated light source into the DivCam CCD in the same configuration as during the
experiments. The calibrated source used for the DivCam calibration was an integrating
sphere receiving light from a phosphor bulb. The integrating sphere emission at the
port was tabulated in terms of the radiance emitted (measured in W m−2 sr−1 nm−1).
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Relation 3.20 was then used to measure the pixel conversion factor:
ki, j =
Ni, j
tI Ls cos(θi, j) ∆λ (3.22)
where Ls was obtained from the tabulated values for the integrating sphere emission,
θi, j calculated from the geometrical properties of the system and ∆λ is the monochro-
matic filter bandpass width.
3.4.3 Abel Inversion
To relate the DivCam images to the spatial emission of the plasma, Abel Inversion had
to be performed on the images. This technique consists in reconstructing the emission
from its “projection” on a plane, called the intensity. The emission in this case is
assumed to be symmetrical with respect to a central axis and can be expressed as a
function of the sole distance from the axis and an axial direction (r, z), and the intensity
is the projection on a plane parallel to the symmetry axis zˆ.
In general, given a continuous real function ε(r), the Abel transform is defined as
the transform function I(y) obtained by the Abel Transform Equation:
I(y) = 2
∫ +∞
y
ε(r) r dr√
r2 − y2
(3.23)
the function ε(r) is called the source or emission function and I(y) the Intensity or
the Projection Function (the axial location z of a 3D system has been omitted for
this discussion). It can be shown that the source function can be obtained from the
projection function using the Abel Inversion Integral:
ε(r) = −1
π
∫ ∞
r
dI
dy
dy√
y2 − r2
(3.24)
A detailed derivation of equation 3.24 and a more rigorous definition of the Abel trans-
form technique can be found in the dedicated literature.
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Figure 3.13: Schematic representation of the Discrete Abel Inversion. The Ii values
represents the discrete intensity function and the Ei values are the averaged emission
function values; the Vi, j are the volumes (surfaces) where the original continuous emis-
sion function is averaged
A great simplification to the Abel Inversion technique is the Discrete Abel Inver-
sion. When the complete intensity function is not available, but rather a discrete set of
its values Ii at the locations yi, then the highest resolution of the emission function that
can be obtained using Abel inversion is determined by the resolution of the ri values,
and the full emission function can be substituted by a set of E j values corresponding to
the average of the emission function over the volume Vi, j, associated with the radial in-
terval between two consecutive radii ∆ri = ri+1 − ri (figure 3.13 shows a representation
of the Ii, E j and Vi, j values, note that in a 2D system the Vi, j values should represent
surfaces). With this simplification, the Abel transform equation 3.23 can be expressed
as the sum of all the E j values modulated by their associated volumes Vi, j (refer to the
figure):
Ii = 2
∑
j>i
Vi, j E j (3.25)
or, in matrix form:
I = V E (3.26)
The V matrix is lower triangular with nonzero diagonal (so long as yi < yi+1 for all i),
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Disk Gaussian
Ring Gaussian Ring
Figure 3.14: Discrete Abel Inversion examples: in each graph the solid line is the in-
tensity function and the ⋄ represents the emission function obtained applying equation
3.27
and contains essentially the geometrical information related to the ri values:
V = 2

V1,1 0 · · · 0
V2,1 V2,2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
Vm,1 Vm,2 · · · Vm,m

m is the number of discrete Ii and ri values available.
Equation 3.26 is equivalent to 3.23 when the emission function ǫ is discretized
using the averaged values Ei. Since the V matrix is triangular, it can always be inverted
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and the discrete version of the Abel inversion equation 3.24 is:
E = V−1 I (3.27)
The discrete Abel inversion can be applied to the DivCam images. Equation 3.20
can be defined for volumetric radiance:
Ni, j
tI
= 2 ki, j
∫
ci, j
L dV ∼ ki, j
∑
l>i
Vl,i, j Ll, j (3.28)
where ci, j is the line of sight projected on pixel i, j by the lens and Ll, j is the spatial
discretization of the plasma emission function. Note that the index j of equation 3.28
represents a discretized axial coordinate while in equation 3.25 it represents a radial
index that is replaced by the index l in 3.28.
It is important to remember that equation 3.28 is only valid under a number of
conditions: the size of the imaged object (the plasma emission) must be much smaller
in size than the distance to the lens, otherwise the full volume integral including the
variation of the solid angle should be performed rather than a line integral over line
of sight corresponding to the ci, j pixel. The control volume matrix V is calculated
assuming that the image is simply stretched and projected onto the CCD plane (the
stretching is included in the ki, j through the Ap/ f 2 factor): this assumption is valid as
long as the object imaged is far from the lens.
3.5 ULS Detachment Previous Studies
The ULS device has been used in the past to perform detachment and divertor physics
experiments, in particular in relation to tokamak detachment and recombination stud-
ies. To this end, the original ULS device was rearranged and a new plasma source was
developed based on the Demirkhanov results and design. The new source was exten-
sively studied by Qaosim [17]. He reported measurements of parallel plasma transport
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from the source magnetic field into the main vessel magnetic field, the mirror effect
in the region of interation of the two fields. His measurements suggested that the new
source was capable of reproducing divertor like conditions.
In the low density and high temperature regimes of interests during the initial stages
of the ULS plasma characterization (in particular before the new source was designed
and implemented), spectral emission was dominated by molecular Hydrogen and the
lack of a complete radiative model for this regime made the interpretation of spec-
troscopic data very difficult. For these reasons most of the work carried out was es-
sentially based on electrical probe measurements, including Langmuir and emissive
probes. Qaosim and M Kay (see [14]) discussed electrical probe theory and inter-
pretation in relation of the α coefficient relating the floating potential and the plasma
potential in the case of the ULS plasma, where the parallel ion flow and the magne-
tization have a strong impact on the probe characteristics. Their discussion forms the
basis of the characteristic interpretation adopted in this work too.
The plasma in both the target chamber and in the upstream chamber after the vessel
was rearranged in its present configuration was characterized by a number of people.
Sewell [16] performed the first measurements after the rearrangement: his observation
reported an anomalous attenuation of particle transport through the orifice connecting
the main and the target chamber; A Randewich [15] implemented a numerical model
of the ion trajectories in the ULS main chamber including radial electric field and using
the plasma properties measured by Sewell. Their conclusion was that the plasma ions
velocity in the target chamber display a rather complex trajectories as opposed to the
initial assumption of a well collimated ion beam. Sewell and Randewich also reported
initial measurements and modelling of the strong attenuation in the target chamber as a
result of the increasing level of neutral density in the target chamber; various possible
causes of the attenuation were considered including recombination through both EIR
and MAR processes.
M Kay [14] reported the first observation of the EIR dominated plasma emission in
the target chamber as a result of very large neutral density and strong main magnetic
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Figure 3.15: Spectral Characterization of the ULS detached plasma obtained by B
Mihaljcˇic´ [13]
field in the target chamber. He also performed measurements of the plasma attenuation
along the magnetic field lines and attributed it to volumetric recombination.
K Gibson, B Mihaljcˇic´ and P Browning in various publications ([13], [57], [58]
and [59]) have described the structure of the ULS detached plasma in both the EIR
dominated regime and in what they deduced to be a MAR dominated regime. Their
conclusions were supported by axial spectroscopic observation and spatial (including
both the radial and axial directions) Langmuir probe data. The most striking difference
of the two regimes was observed in the very different spectral pattern observed in the
two regimes, the EIR-dominated spectral regime and the the H2-dominated regime. In
the first regime a strong recombining spectral signature associated with EIR recombin-
ing electrons is observed and molecular emission (Fulcher emission) is almost absent;
in the second molecular emission is much stronger and comparable in strength to the
Hα Balmer emission of atomic Hydrogen. Figure 3.15 shows the main results of B
Mihaljcˇic´: as the upstream plasma conditions are varied, the target chamber spectral
emission was switching from one regime to the other.
To explain the existence of the two regimes, Mihaljcˇic´ developed a model (see
[13]) based on a 1D solution of the energy and momentum conservation equations,
an OSM code solving the fluid equations along one single magnetic field line. The
essential assumption in the model was that the detachment in the target chamber of
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the ULS was due to volumetric recombination and the two observed regimes were
respectively associated to a “switching” between an EIR or MAR dominated recombi-
nation mode. The model included ion energy loss due to elastic collisions with the H2
molecules, ion-electron energy equipartition between the neutral background ions and
the hot electrons and particle loss due to volumetric recombination. The recombination
processes considered were two body and assisted recombination and two channels of
molecular activated recombination; ionization was also included but it proved to be rel-
atively unimportant. The results of the numerical model seemed to match well with the
experimental observations; in particular the onset of the detachment depending on the
upstream conditions could be well reproduced; the transition between a MAR and an
EIR dominated regimes and the sudden pressure decay attributed to volumetric particle
recombination as a function of both the upstream conditions and the target gas pressure
could be described well. The model was constrained by Langmuir probe measures of
Te and ni; spectroscopic data was used to determine the axial location of the EIR front
and to obtain an estimation of MAR impact on detachment through a detailed analysis
of the Fulcher emission. The model did not include pressure losses due to ion-neutral
collisions, energy losses due to electron impact excitation of the neutral background
and crossfield transport.
Of particular relevance to this work in relation to the possible formation of unstable
plasma blob and enhanced radial transport was the initial characterization of the plasma
drift wave observed and characterized in a very large number of linear devices includ-
ing the ULS (for both the original and the two chamber configurations). Drift waves
are plasma waves associated with the azimuthal motion of the plasma column as a re-
sult of the radial electric field and the pressure gradients. The theoretical modelling
of these instabilities [89] predicts a complex dependence of the wave characteristics
on the plasma collisionality, the close relation to the magnetic field strength and the
onset of unstable modes of the wave. The initial characterization of the drift waves
were observed by A Yassin [19] and L Zhang [18] when the ULS was in its original
configuration (duoplasmatron as the plasma source and single chamber vacuum ves-
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sel): from the results of both theoretical investigation and experimental observations
the drift wave in the ULS plasma were found to be strongly dependent on the elec-
tron temperature gradients and the formation of a radial electric field; the electric field
was explained by the larger Larmor radius of the ions, leading to an enhanced cross
field diffusion. The impact of the combined effects of the neutral collisionality and
the magnetic field strength in destabilizing the mode and triggering the formation of
small blobs of plasma drifting. This may be linked to the onset of the EIR dominated
emission through the enhanced radial blob transport.
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4Experimental Observation
Section 3.5 reviewed previous experimental observations concerning Electron Ion Re-
combination and the detachment of plasma in the cylindrical confinement geometry of
the ULS linear device. The purpose of the observations presented here is to include
the effect of radial transport of particles and to explain the radial structure of the light
emission in particular during the EIR dominated regime.
It was initially assumed that particle transport was in essence dominated by colli-
sional diffusion and it had little impact on the particle and energy balance along the
field lines. However, observations of the spectroscopic emission are somewhat in con-
trast with the assumption of a relatively unimportant radial transport: the presence of
Plasma Blobs and non-classical radial (cross-field) particle loss seems to be determi-
nant to the onset of an EIR dominated plasma. The EIR spectral signature clearly
shows that volumetric recombination is confined to a region far away from the plasma
directly connected to the orifice and the plasma source by magnetic field lines as it was
implicitly assumed in the previous model. The correspondence between the radial lo-
calization of the EIR emission and the onset of plasma blobs was also noted suggesting
a strong link between the two phenomena.
The chapter will first discuss some problem related to Langmuir probe characteris-
tics interpretation in the ULS plasma. Then some preliminary studies of the behaviour
of the ULS plasma will be described. These will include the plasma response to vari-
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ations in the confining magnetic field strength; these studies have highlighted the ex-
istence of two well defined transport regimes, a linear regime where the density of the
plasma column increases linearly with the magnetic field strength, and a “deteriorated”
regime where to an increase of the magnetic field there is a corresponding decrease of
the plasma density in the column (for similar running conditions of the plasma source).
In the last two sections one typical scenario, one for each spectral regime (the
molecular and the EIR dominated spectral regimes) will be presented. The observation
using the DivCam imaging system for both scenario will be presented and discussed.
As well as DivCam imaging, a fast camera has also been used to observe the light
emitted from the recombining region of the plasma.
4.1 Anomalous Langmuir Probe Characteristic
Before beginning the discussion of the experimental observation, it will be here dis-
cussed an important aspect of the Langmuir probe characteristics analysis which had
not been mentioned in the previous chapter. The majority of the experimental observa-
tions such as radial profiles of electron temperature and ion density, were deduced from
Langmuir probe characteristics. These were affected by a number of anomalies and in
many occasions it was difficult to interpret correctly their meaning. The following
sections will address these problems.
4.1.1 Anomalous Ion Saturation
When the probe is biased to very low potentials the majority of the electrons are re-
pelled and the ions are collected according to the Bohm principle as it was described
in the previous section. In this situation the probe is drawing from the plasma the “Ion
Saturation Current” which is a very slowly varying function of the probe potential.
In this situation the normal approach is to fit a line (or a polynomial function) on the
region where the characteristic is nearly linear and the probe is very negative, and sub-
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sequently calculate the electron contribution by subtracting it from the characteristic.
This approach is valid as long as two conditions are satisfied: the electrons are in ther-
mal equilibrium or nearly thermalized, and both the plasma density and temperature
are relatively large.
If two different electron populations exists in the plasma volume with two different
temperatures, the fast population will be collected even at very negative values of the
probe potential, while the slow population will only be collected when the bias of the
probe is much smaller (the potential reference is the plasma potential). When this
is the case, the characteristics displays two distinct exponential regions, one for each
electron population.
This has been found in the ULS plasma for many experimental scenarios. As a
result, two methods were adopted to interpret the characteristics: when the hot popula-
tion was large enough to produce a strong deviation from the thermal electron case, two
different temperature were measured in the two regions of the characteristics. When
the hot population was small, two ion saturation currents were calculated: the first in
the region where both the hot and the cold population were repelled, which was sub-
sequently used to compute the ion density; then a new linear fit was performed in the
proximity of the cold electron exponential, and this new ion line including the ion sat-
uration current and the current produced by the hot electron population was subtracted
from the characteristics to infer the cold electron population. An example of this kind
of characteristic is shown in figure 4.2: the plot is in log scale to highlight the two
different slopes of the characteristic corresponding to the hot and the cold populations
(the ion saturation fit has been removed already). The hot and the cold electron popu-
lation measured were respectively 8.5 and 5.5 eV; the cold electron population for this
example is roughly 10 times as large as the hot population.
The second case was very common when measuring the Langmuir characteristics
of the plasma at large radial distances from the centre of the plasma column, where
the density and the temperature are very small. As it was described in the previous
section, the ion saturation current for this situation departs strongly from the linear
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CLP - EIR-dominated - Profile 10
Te (eV) ni (1016 m−3) Vp (V)
Method 1
fit 1 1. 7.5 23.6
fit 2 .63 9.5 22.6
fit 3 1.7 5.6 25.7
Method 2
fit 1 .78 5.3 23.0
fit 2 .41 7.5 22.0
fit 3 .25 9.7 21.5
Method 3
fit 1 .76 8.5 23.0
fit 2 .39 12.9 21.9
fit 3 .22 16.6 21.5
Figure 4.1: Characteristic analysis at 15.5 mm distance from the plasma axis. The three
methods referred in the table reporting the analysis results correspond to the one de-
scribed in section 4.1.2. The top left graphs shows the two ion saturation fits; the other
three graphs shows the exponential fits on the exponential region of the characteristics
for the three different methods
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Figure 4.2: Two Electron Populations Example
simplification which is normally used. For these situations, it was very difficult to de-
termine where the ion saturation region would end and the electron exponential begin;
the normal approach was to test a few measurement and choose the one which would
produce the smallest deviation from the experimental points.
4.1.2 Low Temperature Plasma Characteristics
One difficulty was encountered in the analysis of low Te and ni probe characteristics, in
particular when measuring the plasma at large radial distance from the plasma centre
with the CLP. At these locations, near the edge of the plasma column, the plasma
density and temperature are much smaller than the ones usually measured near the
plasma centre. Typical values measured at the plasma edge range between .2 and .6 eV
for Te, and between .05 to 1. 1016 m−3 for ni.
When the electron temperature and ion density reach these low values, two conse-
quences have to be taken into account when performing the characteristic analysis: the
first consequence is the one mentioned in the previous section, the second consequence
is that the transition region becomes very small and when Te < .4 eV it becomes only
two or three potential steps in size. In this case the exponential fit on the exponential
region is only constrained by two or three points.
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The determination of the electron temperature for these characteristics was done in
a slightly different way compared to the normal cases: while for most characteristics
Te was measured by taking the log of the current and fitting a line to it, it was found
that fitting an exponential onto the characteristics without taking the log would produce
much more accurate results. The reason for this is that the exponential is much more
constrained by the “high” points than it is from the “low” ones, in other words, the cold
electrons have a much stronger impact on the exponential fitting than they do then the
linear fit is performed.
The example in figure 4.1 summarizes the difficulties encountered during the anal-
ysis of these characteristics (on the examples only the results from the exponential fits
are shown). The three methods shown in the figure correspond to:
Method 1: Ion saturation is obtained from datapoints far away from floating potential
(not shown in the graph), where the characteristic is entirely dominated by the
ion current; in this case the exponential fit become very sensitive to the fast
electron component;
Method 2: Ion saturation obtained from points close to the floating potential where
characteristics is dominated by ions but the fast electron component reaches the
probe; this method gives satisfactory estimation of the cold electron temperature
but the ion saturation may be reduced by a factor as high as 10;
Method 3: Ion saturation obtained from datapoints far away from floating, but then
the fast electron component is also removed when fitting the exponential to the
datapoints.
4.1.3 Radial Profiles Asymmetries
As it has been described, the acquisition of radial profiles of Te and ni with the CLP
was obtained placing the probe tip far away from the plasma centre, usually about
3 to 5 cm, and slowly moving it towards the centre of the plasma. After some time
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Figure 4.3: Radial Current Profiles for different probe potential bias (all Potentials
are taken with respect to the ULS wall). The five cases shown correspond to the four
“Pressure Scenarios” and the “Low Pressure Scenario”
during the profile acquisition the probe would cross the centre of the plasma and begin
reading plasma characteristics on the other side of the plasma centre. When the probe
tip (the portion of the metallic cylinder exposed to the plasma) crossed the centre of
the plasma, the main body of the probe was still obstructing the plasma centre and a
great portion of the plasma was removed from the plasma column by the probe body
itself, in particular on the probe ceramic cover. For the central probe, the ceramic
cover of the probe was a cylinder of 2.5 mm; since the plasma central column was
approximately 10 mm in diameter (see figure 4.3 and following chapters), the probe
body would remove approximately 7 % of the central plasma particles.
When the probe crossed the plasma centre, an asymmetry in the probe character-
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Figure 4.4: Radial Profile Skewness for the same five pressure cases shown in figure
4.3
istic could be seen between the profiles measured on one side of the probe and the
one measured at the same radial distance when the probe was on the other side of
the plasma centre. The asymmetry is shown in figure 4.3: figure a shows the current
measured by the probe at different potential biases for the low ni, high Te and low col-
lisionality case; figure b shows the potential at which the probe current changes sign.
As it can be seen from the figures, the radial profiles are not perfectly symmetric.
To quantify the profile asymmetry, the skewness of the constant potential current
profiles was calculated for different experimental scenarios and at different probe bias
values. As it can be seen from figure 4.3 b and c, the current profile changes sign as
the probe approaches the centre of the plasma. The reason for this inversion is that the
plasma potential Vp is much lower at the centre of the plasma (see next chapter for the
plasma potential profiles measured during each experimental scenario). The skewness
of these profiles was not calculated.
The results of the skewness analysis for the same pressure conditions as shown in
figures 3.7 and 4.3 is shown in figure 4.4: the values of the profile skewness for the ion
saturation current radial profiles, Vl ≪ Vp, are displayed in the left side of the figure
where Vl ≤0. V; the electron saturation profiles skewness on the right hand side there
Vl ≥0. V.
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The asymmetry can be entirely attributed to the plasma loss due to the particle loss
caused by the presence of the probe body across the plasma centre. This is confirmed
by the following observations:
• If the asymmetry was caused by the uneven motion of the probe (small changes
in the probe speed as the profiles were being recorded), then the skewness of
different profiles would display substantial differences instead of been similar in
value;
• if the cause of the asymmetry were overheating of the probe, then the asymmetry
would be seen only in the electron saturation side of the characteristic but it is
rather seen in both sides;
• Acquisition time of one current value tstep was always smaller than 15ms and the
effect of the probe motion between regions of plasma of different Te and ni is
neglectable.
A method to correct the measurement of this intrinsic error could not be found. As a
consequence, of the whole radial profile acquired, only the portion recorded when the
probe was not obstructing the central column could be used.
4.2 Low Neutral Pressure Case
To interpret the experimental results obtained from the EIR and molecular dominated
regimes, the plasma conditions in the target chamber were initially studied in absence
of gas. The neutral pressure in the target chamber for this scenario was Ptar < .01 Pa,
corresponding to a density of nH2∼ 1018 m3 (this is an average density measured in the
target chamber at a location in the proximity of the gas puff). For the observations
presented in this section the gas puff was closed and the diffusion pump valve fully
opened giving the smallest neutral density which can be obtained in the target chamber.
Under these conditions, the majority of the neutrals within the target chamber volume
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are the recombining H and H2 produced at the target plate, the hydrogen atoms and
molecules which escape the source and reach the target through the target chamber
orifice, and the impurities due to leaks in the vessel.
At this low neutral density level, momentum loss due to collisions between plasma
and neutral particles can be safely neglected: the total cross section for the elastic col-
lision between the plasma ions and molecular hydrogen is σH2 ≤ 10−14 cm2 (see figure
1.2 of the introductions and [10]), giving a collision frequency of FH2 = nH2 σH2 ∼ 1
m−1 (FH2 is the average number of collisions per meter for each ion; the reaction vol-
umetric rate can be calculated as Γ = FH2 vi ni where vi is the ion average velocity).
This value is larger than the length of the target chamber and about the same length
as the axial dimension of the ULS device. As for the electrons, all relevant processes
have cross sections smaller than 10−16 cm−2 apart from momentum transfer through
collisions (σmom(E = 1 → 10eV) = 25 → 6.8 10−16 cm2) which has little impact on
momentum or energy loss.
The “Low Pressure” experimental scenario may be compared to the sheath limited
regime of the SOL of a conventional magnetic confinement device (see section 1.2.5
for details on the edge regimes):
• parallel transport is only limited by the sheath at the target plate and the particle
injection at the target chamber orifice;
• drag force can be neglected since ionization is almost entirely absent and ion-
neutral elastic collisions are weak;
• plasma collisionality is very weak as a result of the low density and relatively
high temperature (typical plasma conditions measured are ni∼ 1017m−3 and Te ≥
5 eV);
• plasma velocity can be assumed to be nearly supersonic (M ∼ 1).
• cross field transport is due only to “plasma” effects such as plasma collisionality
and turbulence, as opposed to high neutral density regimes where plasma neutral
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Figure 4.5: Plasma Conditions for varying Magnetic Field Strength: fast and slow
electron components are shown in the top right and bottom plots; ni shown in the
bottom left graph is calculated assuming the slow electron component to be dominant
collisionality dominates.
Figures 4.5 shows the electron temperature and ion density as the magnetic field
strength is slowly varied while keeping constant all other parameters for three different
source conditions as measured with the CLP. All the plots in figure have the coil current
on the x axis rather than the magnetic field strength since the magnetic field varies
axially from the source and the location where the plasma properties were measured.
In the centre of the device a coil current of 700 A corresponds to ∼.1 Tesla. The three
scenarios considered correspond to three different values of the arc, 5A, 10A and 15A
labelled “low”, “intermediate” and “high” cases in figure. The source gas injection was
kept constant between the low and the intermediate cases, while it was slightly varied
for the high case. Since in most cases the electron distribution showed the presence
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of two distinct populations (labelled “fast” and “slow” in figure), the ion saturation
current is also shown in the figure along with the ion density; the ion density has been
calculated using the “slow” electron temperature.
The most striking feature of the plots in figure 4.5 is the presence of two very
distinct regimes: while the electron temperature steadily decreases as the coil current
is increased for all the values of the magnetic field strength, the ion density initially
increase with the magnetic field until it reaches a critical value; when the magnetic
field is further increased the ion density decreases; these two regions will be called the
“good” and the “deteriorated” magnetic regimes. The electron temperature decrease
can be explained in terms of the slow variation of the particle injection from the source
magnetic field into the main magnetic field: as the main magnetic field is increased,
the mirror force acting on the particle injection become increasingly stronger pushing
the plasma back towards the source chamber leading to a slightly larger plasma density
in the source; this causes a slow drift of the intermediate electrode towards zero (see
the section concerning the plasma source 3.1.1 for details). On the other hand, the two
different regimes observed in the particle density are attributed to a sudden change in
the nature of the cross field particle transport.
In the “good” confinement regime, the constant increase of the peak plasma density
suggests that the plasma radial loss rate Γ⊥ is essentially inhibited by the increasing
magnetic field:
Γ⊥ ∝ (1/B)k (4.1)
where k is a positive number. To interpret the important feature of this regime a com-
plete model of the radial particle loss due to cross field transport would need to include
all the geometrical properties of the ULS vessel, the particle orifice, and the wall sep-
arating the target chamber from the main chamber as well as the plasma conditions in
all the device volume. A simplified model can be also constructed assuming that the
plasma beam moves axially at constant speed v ∼ c and that the particle radial loss at
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each axial location can be expressed by a simple function of the central density n:
Γ⊥ ∼ −D⊥
n
λ
(4.2)
where λ is the plasma radial decay length. With these two simplifications using particle
conservation in both the axial and radial directions (assuming no volumetric sinks), the
plasma density at the CLP axial location can be derived:
nCLP = ns exp
(
−2 lCLP
c R λ
D⊥
)
(4.3)
where R is plasma radius, ns is the plasma density at the source orifice and lCLP is the
axial distance between the source orifice and the CLP. If the density at the CLP can
be related to the magnetic field for similar running conditions in the source by a linear
function as suggested by figure 4.5:
nCLP =
∂n
∂B
B ∼ ns
BCLP
B (4.4)
where BCLP is a constant, then, during the “good” transport regime, the relation be-
tween the crossfield diffusion and the magnetic field strength is logarithmic in nature:
D⊥ = −DCLP log
(
B
BCLP
)
(4.5)
where
DCLP =
c R λ
2 lCLP
is a value which may also depend on the magnetic field strength through λ. Note that
this is valid for the region where ∂n/∂B remains constant and for B < BCLP (D⊥ must
be positive).
The particle confinement of the “degraded” regime will not be addressed exten-
sively here. The only observations that will be pointed here are the following:
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Figure 4.6: Radial Profiles of Electron Temperature and Ion Density in absence of Gas
• the transition between from the “good” to the “degraded” regimes does not de-
pend on the plasma density, it may depend on the plasma temperature;
• the confinement is not simply decreased, but altogether degraded: to an increase
of the magnetic field strength corresponds a decrease of particle density;
• the transition between the two regimes is most likely liked to the interaction of
the magnetic field strength and the radial magnetic field which produces a E×B
drift in the θ direction;
• collisionality in particular with the neutral particles may have an important role
in the transition between the two regimes.
Figure 4.6 show the radial profile of the plasma conditions for the “good” magnetic
regime of the low pressure scenario: the ion current in the source was 5. A, the inter-
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mediate potential 60. V and the source coil current 250 A; the main coil current was
250 A.
One interesting feature of the radial profiles shown in figure 4.6 is the presence
of two temperature “steps” located at r ∼ 2. and r ∼ 7. mm where steep electron
temperature gradients are observed; these steps corresponds roughly to the radii of
the source and the target chamber orifices. The radial dimension of these steps is
approximatively 2. mm; since the CLP dimension is 1.5 mm, the radial decay of the
steps observed with the CLP is considered not reliable. The steep electron temperature
gradients of the two steps are not present in the ion density profile.
The difference between the two profiles may be caused by two effects: one pos-
sible reason is that the particle and the energy transport coefficient are different, this
interpretation however is not very likely since the energy transport is dominated by
convection (collisions are weak). Another possibility is that while the electrons are
well confined by the magnetic field, the ions are free to move a much larger distances
from the plasma column. For a magnetic field of 0.0375 T (this is the highest value
of the magnetic field in the centre of the device then the coil current is 250 A) the
electron Larmor orbit is 3.8 10−4 m for an electron temperature of 7 eV, whereas the
ion Larmor orbit is 1.6 10−2 m for the same temperature (the ions are not necessarily in
thermal equilibrium with the electrons). Since the Langmuir probe measure the elec-
tron temperature and the ion density, it is possible that this large difference in the ion
and electron Larmor radius is the cause of the “blurring out” of the density profiles.
4.3 Varying Pressure Scenarios
The addition of neutral gas in the target chamber produces a slow transition from the
free streaming plasma to a regime where neutral drag and energy loss due to colli-
sion with the neutral particles become increasingly relevant. The high neutral density
regime observed in the ULS is somewhat different to the typical large magnetic con-
finement devices in divertor configuration such as tokamaks: the neutral pressure in
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Figure 4.7: Radial profiles of the ion density and electron temperature as measured
with the CLP for different values of the target chamber pressure Ptar.
Ptar (Pa) NH2 (m−3)
0.4 9.6 1019
0.8 1.9 1020
1.2 2.6 1020
1.7 4.3 1020
Table 4.1: Pressure Variation Scenarios parameters
the ULS may reach much larger values than a typical tokamak since there is no safety
limits imposed by the plasma stability; the upstream conditions and the particle trans-
port both along and across the magnetic field in a SOL is strongly linked to the divertor
conditions whereas the running conditions of the plasma source in the ULS are largely
unaffected by the varying conditions in the target chamber fixing the total particle flow
at the target chamber orifice.
The larger neutral pressure of the “pressure variation” scenarios is associated to a
higher plasma neutral collisionality. The effect of neutral collisions on the ion flow can
be assessed using the same collisional cross section quoted above, σcoll ∼ 10−14 cm2,
and the neutral density calculated assuming a neutral temperature of 300 K.
As it was done in the previous section in regards of the parallel motion of the
plasma, using an estimated value for the elastic collisions between ions and the neutral
particles in the target chamber cross section σ ∼ 10−14 cm2, at a neutral density of
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nH2 ∼ 1020 m−3 (which correspond approximatively to .1 Pa), the collision frequency
becomes FH2 ∼ 100 m−1. Ions are therefore very strongly impeded in their motion
to the target. In this highly collisional regime, the plasma slows down to speed much
less than the sound speed M ≪ 1, and large pressure gradients are balanced by the
viscous forces. As before, electron collisions with the neutral particles are relatively
unimportant: both ionization and excitation have very small cross section below 10
eV and even at higher energy (in the 25 to 50 eV) it never exceeds 10−16 cm2; elastic
collisions with the electrons is much more frequent, and the cross section for electron
energy in the 1 to 10 eV is on the order of 10−15 cm2.
Figure 4.7 shows the plasma properties radial profiles for four different values of
the neutral pressure as measured by the CLP (table 4.1 contains the details of the
four scenarios). The source conditions are the same as the one for the radial profiles
shown in figure 4.6 (low density and intermediate electron temperature) and the radial
transport is in the “good” magnetic regime.
Comparing the electron temperature profiles in figure 4.7 with figure 4.6 a number
of conclusions may be obtained. The most obvious difference is in the value of the
central temperature which decreases with increasing pressure. This is a somewhat
expected result: a larger neutral density causes an enhanced volumetric energy loss
through inelastic collisions. The second observation is that the shape of the profile
changes and the electron temperature “steps” are progressively blurred out and, when
the neutral pressure is increased above .8 Pa, the electron temperature profile assumes
a more “Gaussian” shape. The reasons for the deterioration of the temperature profile
is unclear; one possible reason include an enhanced energy radial transport caused by
electron collisions with the neutral particles.
While energy confinement seems to be compromised as the neutral pressure is
increased, the ion density profiles do not display a clear change as the pressure is
increased: the decay length of all the 5 profiles (including the low neutral pressure
profile of figure 4.6) is relatively similar, on the order of 1 cm. This lack of significant
change of the density profile seems to suggests that the cross field transport is not
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Figure 4.8: Central ion density, electron temperature and plasma pressure for varying
target chamber neutral gas pressure.
strongly affected by neutral collisions. This may be explained in the following way: as
it was pointed out in the previous section, the electrons are well confined by the ULS
magnetic field whereas the ions are much less so, so when a small quantity of hydrogen
is added to the target chamber, the electron confinement is progressively deteriorated
leading to a blurring of the electron temperature steps, while the ion profile remains
nearly unaffected.
The second relevant observation concerns the behaviour of the central density and
temperature as the pressure is increased. Figure 4.8 shows the central ion density
and electron temperature plotted against the target chamber pressure to highlight this
behaviour; figure 4.9 shows the plasma pressure. The electron temperature has an
initial steep decrease as the neutral pressure is increased, and then the cooling rate
becomes much less pronounced; on the other hand the ion density shows a sudden
increase from the free streaming condition observed in absence of neutral gas, and it
begins to decrease only after a certain value of the neutral pressure is reached. The fact
that the decrease in plasma pressure is not linear with the neutral pressure is a strong
indication of the existence of some kind of volumetric particle sink.
To verify this statement a simple two point model between the source orifice and
the CLP in the target chamber can be constructed using the conservation of momentum
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Figure 4.9: Plasma Pressure for different Target pressure values
in the form:
∂
∂l
(
P +
1
2
nmiv
2
)
= fcoll (4.6)
When the target chamber pressure has been increased, the plasma can be safely as-
sumed to be moving at subsonic speed v ≪ c due to the neutral friction; this is con-
firmed experimentally by the increase of plasma density as the pressure is increased
from 0.01 to 0.4 Pa. If no volumetric (along the field lines) particle sink exists the mo-
mentum equation for the two point model can be integrated along the magnetic field to
obtain:
Pclp = Msrc − Mcoll (4.7)
where Pclp is the pressure measured at the CLP, Msrc = Psrc+mi nsrc c2src is the dynamic
plus the static pressure at the source orifice, Mcoll =
∫ clp
src
fcoll dl is the momentum loss
due to viscosity.
Relation 4.7 implies a linear relation between Pclp and Mcoll and to an increase of
Mcoll there should be a corresponding linear decrease of Pclp (as long as v ≪ c, this
model does not include the initial pressure increase associated to the deceleration of
the plasma). Since Mcoll is at best proportional with the neutral particle density (Mcoll
is related to both the neutral density and the plasma flow speed which is of course
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decreasing as a consequence of the frictional forces), another momentum loss must
be invoked in order to balance the quadratic decrease of plasma density observed.
Equation 4.7 can be modified to include radial transport:
Pclp = Msrc − Mcoll − M⊥
where M⊥ is the momentum loss due to radial (across the field lines) transport. As it
was pointed out before there is no obvious evidence of an increased radial transport
for different values of Ptar. This suggests the conclusion that the only other possible
volumetric sink is MAR (EIR spectral signature was entirely absent for these regimes;
figure 3.10 in the previous section shows the spectral emission for the 1.7 Pa case).
Note that this is a somewhat weak conclusion being based on the assumption that M⊥
does not vary at different Ptar, although the radial profiles are affected by large errors.
The overall picture which can be obtained from figures Figure 4.8 and 4.7 can be
summarized in the following poinst:
• cross field transport does not seem to be strongly affected by the presence of
neutral gas in the target chamber;
• a small amount of neutral gas is sufficient to drastically reduce the plasma flow:
drag force acts essentially on the dynamic pressure but the static pressure in-
creases
• for the same neutral pressure change (0.01 to 0.4 Pa) the electron temperature
has also decreased, which imply that the transition is non adiabatic and some
form of energy transfer between electrons and ions must be present;
• as the neutral pressure is further increased (Ptar > .6 Pa), the plasma pressure
begins to decrease as a result of the viscous forces: in this pressure range the
motion of particles is essentially diamagnetic and momentum is transferred from
the electrons to the ions, which immediately lose it through neutral collisions;
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EIR H2
Iarc (A) 15 10
VIE (V) 70 70
Isrc (A) 400 300
Imain (A) 600 250
Bmain (T) .09 .04
Ptar (Pa) .85 .85
Table 4.2: Operative parameters of the EIR and H2 experimental scenarios: Iarc is the
duoplasmatron arc current; VIE the plasma source intermediate electrode potential;
Isrc the plasma source magnetic coil current; Imain the main coil current; Bmain is the
approximated value of the magnetic field in the centre of the ULS and Ptar the neutral
gas pressure in the target chamber
• at higher neutral gas pressure the plasma pressure decreases quadratically sup-
porting the idea that a strong volumetric particle sink must be present;
4.4 EIR and H2 Regimes Radial Structure
In this section the two spectral regimes will be described in more details. One of the
most striking spectral feature of the ULS plasma emission is the sudden transition be-
tween the molecular H2 and the EIR dominated regime. A comprehensive experimental
description of the transition has been done by B Mihaljcˇic´ and will not be done here.
The attention will rather be focused on the radial structure of the spectral emission
observed in the two regimes.
To obtain a clear picture of the characteristics of the two spectral regimes, two
distinct scenarios have been developed.
4.4.1 Spectral Scenarios Parameters
In both the EIR and the molecular scenarios a large amount of molecular Hydrogen gas
was puffed in the gas target chamber and the plasma source was run in conditions which
would maximise the ion outflow from the source orifice for the EIR case, and maximize
electron temperature output while keeping the density low in the molecular regime.
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Figure 4.10: Ion density and electron temperature radial profiles for the EIR and the
H2 dominated regime
This choice was essentially based on the B Mihaljcˇic´ observation of a strong correlation
between the upstream plasma conditions and the EIR to molecular switching.
The EIR dominated scenario was characterised by a strong EIR plasma emission
and deep detachment measured at the target probe. Recombination light could be
clearly seen with naked eye: the majority of light was emitted in a region of ring shape
roughly around the hotter central plasma. The magnetic field was large and transport is
well beyond the transition to the “deteriorated” magnetic regime described above (note
that a thorough study of the two magnetic regimes and the impact of neutral friction
on them has not been done yet and it may very well be an important aspect).
The H2 molecular experimental scenario was determined on the basis of the ob-
servations obtained from the “low pressure” and the “varying pressure” scenarios de-
scribed in the previous sections. The most important difference between the two ex-
perimental scenarios is the large variation of the main magnetic field
The target neutral gas pressure in both experimental cases was Ptar ∼ 1.5 Pa; this
was chosen to maximize momentum and energy transfer from ions and the neutral gas.
As it was described in the previous section, at this neutral gas pressure the plasma has
been strongly slowed down and a slight density “roll over” has begun to take place,
supporting the idea that some form of recombination must take place. At this values of
the neutral density, nH2 ∼ 4. 1020 m−3.
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The experimental parameters of the two scenarios are shown in table 4.2, and figure
4.10.
4.4.2 Radial Structure of Spectral Emission
Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 present the spectral observation obtained with the Div-
Cam imaging system for the EIR dominated case, and the results of the discrete Abel
inversion used to obtain the Volumetric Radiance. The Radiance images (the top one
in each figure) essentially show the DivCam observations after dead pixel removal,
noise minimization and conversion from image space to real space using equation 3.20
described previously. The bottom graph of each figure shows the volumetric Radiance
obtained using the discrete Abel inversion (equation 3.27).
The figures show only a small portion of the plasma column of the target chamber:
the camera was not designed for the vacuum of the ULS target chamber and could not
be inserted inside the chamber. It was placed in front of one of the 5 cm diagnostic
windows on the Target chamber side, at a distance from the plasma of roughly .55
cm. The X-axis in the figures is aligned with the magnetic field and moves from the
target plate towards the orifice; the origin of the axis is not located at the target plate
but rather at the edge of the portion of plasma which could be observed by DivCam
optical system. The Y-axis corresponds to the radial direction and it has origin at the
symmetry centre of the plasma column.
From the EIR dominated figures it appears evident that the radial emission has a
very hollow spatial structure with almost all the light emitted from a region between
r ∼ 2 to 6 mm (r is here used for the radial direction in the cylindrical coordinate
system). The only spectral line which display a nonzero emission in the r = 0 → 2
mm is Hα, yet the experimental error is too large and the rise cannot be evaluated with
satisfactory confidence. This emissive region displays all the characteristic features of
a strongly recombining plasma: the electron temperature is below 0.2 eV, Hβ is larger
that Hα as one would expect for a recombining plasma where the n = 3 orbital is
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Figure 4.11: EIR dominated Scenario: Hα integral Radiance and Volumetric Emission
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Figure 4.12: EIR dominated Scenario: Hβ integral Radiance and Volumetric Emission
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Figure 4.13: EIR dominated Scenario: Hγ integral Radiance and Volumetric Emission
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Figure 4.14: EIR dominated Scenario: Hδ integral Radiance and Volumetric Emission
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Figure 4.15: Plasma Emission Radial Profiles for the EIR scenario
not in thermal equilibrium with the plasma electrons (this measure is also consistent
with the spectra in figure 3.10) and the high energy lines display a decay similar to an
exponential (see the Saha equation 3.11). Figure 4.15 shows the radial profile of all the
measured spectral lines.
Another important observation is the complete suppression of the central emission.
As noted above, the only spectral line which is possibly emitted by the centre of the
plasma is Hα. This is a surprising result since it implies that no reaction produces an
excitation.
Figure 4.16 summarizes the most important interrelation between the plasma con-
ditions and the spectral emission. In the figure, Te, ni and the Hγ spectral emission are
normalized to one and plotted together: it is evident that there is virtually no emission
from the region where the electron temperature is high (Te ∼ 0.6 eV in the centre of the
plasma column), and it extends as far as 1cm from the plasma centre. Coincidentally
the region where the emission steeply rises assuming this characteristic hollow shape
corresponds to the region of greatest negative gradient of the ion density.
It is also interesting to note the axial gradient observed in all the spectral lines:
the intensity of light falls as it moves from the orifice to the target plate. Also the
radiative region is slightly reduced in size radially closer to the target that it is towards
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Figure 4.16: EIR Scenarion Experimental Observation Summarized
the orifice. This seems to suggests that to describe the nature of EIR a simple 1D
model is not sufficient, but the combined effect of cross field transport and parallel flow
contributes to the onset and the chatacteristics of the EIR emission. The anomalous
axial gradient observed in the Hγ emission is attributed to a slight missalignment in the
monochromatic filter.
Next Group of figures (4.17 and 4.18) presents the spectral characterization of the
molecular emission scenario. The figures are organized in a similar manner, so that in
each figure one radiance and one volumetric radiance for each individual spectral line
is presented.
Although the axial structure of the emission is somewhat similar to the EIR domi-
nated case, the radial structure of this scenario is very different: in this case the radial
structure shows a “Gaussian like” radial decay which essentially follows the plasma
parameters radial decay. Also in this scenario Hα is the dominant component, over-
shadowing all the other spectral lines. It seem reasonable to conclude that the en-
tire plasma emission for this case is essentially dominated by excitation collisions of
the neutral background. Figure 4.19 shows clearly the simpler radial structure of the
molecular case.
The lack of a clear radial spectroscopic structure besides the correlation with the
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Figure 4.17: H2 Scenario: Hα integral Radiance and Volumetric Emission
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Figure 4.18: H2 Scenario: Hβ integral Radiance and Volumetric Emission
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Figure 4.19: Plasma Emission Radial Profiles for the molecular scenario
plasma properties suggests that the spectral emission for this scenario is not strongly
determined by transport only: in the EIR emission case suppressing particle transport
by changing some of the parameters (the main magnetic field, the neutral collisionality,
the plasma crossfield pressure gradient) of plasma transport would “switch off” the re-
combination light, while the molecular emission would simply “rearrange” according
to the new Teand ni profiles.
Another feature of the molecular dominated case is the very small difference be-
tween the observed Hγ and the Hδ Balmer intensities; this can be seen in figure 4.19
where the radial profiles of all the emission recorded with DivCam for the molecular
case in the proximity of the CLP location have been plotted together. For this rea-
son the full image and the inversion results for the Hγ and Hδ spectral lines were not
included.
The reason for this similarity between the two spectral lines can be attributed to the
very low level of light emitted by these lines: to measure these lines intensities it was
necessary to increase the camera integration time to very large values (approximatively
one to two seconds); it is very likely that at these large integration times, the small
fraction of light of the wrong wavelength which passes through the monochromatic
filter due to its finite transmission may be the strongest component to the measured
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intensity.
4.5 Imaging of the EIR to molecular Transition Region
In addition to the images presented above, another set of images have been collected
in which the transition region between the two regimes can be seen on the same frame.
This was accomplished by adjusting the neutral pressure so that the transition region
would appear in front of the imaging port. For this images the neutral pressure was
Ptar ∼ .65 Pa.
In the figures 4.20 and 4.21 the transition between the two regimes can be seen;
the two images shows Hα and Hβ emission as seen with divcam and after the images
have been inverted. In the “upstream” region of the images (at axial location l ≥ .03
m) the “beam-like” emission typical of the molecular regime can be seen, whereas in
the “downstream” region (l ≤ .02 m) the emission appears more hollow as seen in the
EIR images (figures 4.11 to 4.14); the beam emission is also largely diminished in the
EIR emission region, but it is still present especially in both Hα and Hβ images.
The Hα/Hβ ratio confirms that the emission in the “upstream” region of the im-
ages is essentially dominate by molecular processes (Hα/Hβ ∼ 10) while the “down-
stream” region, and in particular at large radial distances from the plasma centre, by
EIR (Hα/Hβ ∼ .95 for radial location r ≥ .005 m).
It is interesting to note from these images that no spatial overlap between the two
emissive region is ever seen. It would be interesting to investigate whether this is only
due to the relative low plasma density of the ULS device.
4.6 Fast Imaging of Edge Instability
A filamentary structure has been observed in a number of devices, it has been charac-
terized in the ULS plasma using Langmuir probe.
A preliminary study of the instability forming at the edge of the ULS plasma has
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Figure 4.20: Molecular to EIR transition: Hα integral Radiance and Volumetric Emis-
sion
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Figure 4.21: Molecular to EIR transition: Hβ integral Radiance and Volumetric Emis-
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time = 0.0 µs time = 6.6 µs time = 13.2 µs
time = 19.8 µs time = 26.4 µs time = 33.0 µs
Figure 4.22: Sequence of fast imaging frames of the EIR emission showing a full
rotation of the filament: the filament can be seen on the left hand side of the top left
image and moving in clockwise by roughly one sixth of rotation on each image. The
images are taken at 150 kfps
been done using a fast imaging camera during the EIR case. The camera used for the
fast imaging of the EIR emission was a FASTCAM-APX RS, 1012×1012 pixel CCD
array with a maximum frame rate of 250 kfps on a reduced 100×100 CCD area.
Figure 4.22 shows a series of images of the EIR emission region as seen from the
target plate just above the strike point. The camera had to be placed so that it pointed
down at a very small angle to the plasma axis so that the line integral would intercept
as much of the emission region as possible; this was done to maximize light collection
and reduce the frame rate to the fastest possible value. The frame rate used to collect
the images was 150 kfps and the complete sequence shown in the image is 33. µs.
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The top region of the images shows the transition region as described in the previous
section; the bottom of each frame is near the target plate.
The images are not very clear due to the small angle between the plasma axis
and the glancing angle of the camera used to collect the images, each line of view
integrates a long region of the plasma emission (the images have not been inverted).
Yet the plasma filamentary structure can be discerned and the rotation of the filament
can be appreciated.
4.7 Summary
A number of interesting points have emerged:
1. the plasma conditions have been studied in absence of gas at the CLP location as
the magnetic field is varied from low to high values, this has shown the existence
of two independent confinement regimes: the “good” regime where the plasma
scales linearly with the magnetic field, and a “deteriorated” regime where the
plasma decreases with the magnetic field; this transition is associated to a spe-
cific value of the magnetic field Bc ∼ .03 T;
2. in both the “good” and “deteriorated” confinement regimes, a small increase of
the neutral density in the target chamber is associated to a large increase of the
plasma density, a reduction of the electron temperature and a large increase of the
plasma pressure; these are associated with the switching from a “free streaming”
to an “impeded” parallel transport regime;
3. when the neutral gas is further increased (when the device is still running in the
“good” confinement regime) the combined decrease of plasma density, temper-
ature and pressure suggests the presence of a non negligible volumetric particle
sink, since the spectral emission is not seen to change, the conclusion is that the
sink must be associated to MAR;
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4. two experimental scenarios associated with respectively the molecular and the
EIR spectral regimes have been selected and described experimentally with the
CLP Langmuir probe and the DivCam imaging system; the spatial structure
of the spectral emission in the two regimes appear dramatically different: the
molecular regime shows an emission closely correlated with the plasma prop-
erties and the majority of the emission is confined to the central region of the
plasma column where density and temperature are highest; on the other hand the
light of the EIR spectral regime is entirely emitted at a radial distance of no less
than 3 mm from the plasma centre which on the contrary does not emit any light;
5. in the EIR regime the ratio of the Hα and Hβ lines confirms that during the molec-
ular regime the emission is caused by excitation and relaxation processes while
during the EIR regime it is associated with recombining electrons in thermal
equilibrium with the plasma electrons.
6. in the EIR regime the radial location of the emission peak in the region of
strongest density gradient further confirms the connection between the EIR and
the radial transport.
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5Spectral Emission Simulation
Numerical model have been used to simulate the plasma in magnetic confinement de-
vices. Numerical models can be employed both to test our understanding of the plasma
physics, or as predictive tools to produce estimations of future experiments such as
ITER.
The usual approach in edge plasma modelling is to separate the plasma and the
neutral descriptions and simulate the two independently. In the most standard form,
the Plasma Solver produces a spatial description of the plasma properties all through-
out the device volume; this is usually done by solving a more or less complete set
of the fluid equations (B2 [75], UEDGE [74], EDGE2D [73]). When a satisfactory
plasma solution is obtained from the plasma solver, this can be used as the input of
the neutral solver (EIRENE [91], NIMBUS [76]) which will produce the description
of the neutral gas in presence of the plasma depending on the available collisional data
(the cross section of the reactions). These concepts were reviewed in mode details the
introduction.
In this chapter an attempt in understanding the structure of the EIR dominated
plasma using a numerical model will be presented using a simple onion skin model
plasma solver and the EIRENE neutral transport code.
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5.1 The Numerical Model
The approach used for the ULS plasma solution is different to the standard approach
used in most plasma models. It consists in including as much of the experimental data
as possible into the plasma solver in form of prescriptions and try to obtain agreement
between the simulated solution and the actual experiment. The neutral solver is then
used to produce predictions of the visible H emission which is then compared to the
observed images.
5.1.1 the OSM Plasma Solver
The plasma solution is obtained with the OSM24 prescription based model initially
developed by Dr. S. Lisgo [80]. It solves a 1D subset of the Braginskii fluid equations:
flux (particle) conservation equation:
∂
∂s
(
v‖ne
)
= S ion + S rec + S ⊥ (5.1a)
momentum conservation equation:
∂
∂s
(p‖ + nemiv2‖ ) = S cn (5.1b)
where S ion, S rec are the volume recombination and the ionization sink and source; S cn
is the momentum loss due to neutral collisions, and S ⊥ is the particle loss due to cross
field transport. The equations are solved in a “bundle” of flux tubes independently
between the two targets: all flux tubes are limited at their end by two target and the
plasma particle flux at the wall is used as boundary condition. The solution can be
constrained at any number of locations depending on how many measurements are
available. The plasma solver will “force” the solution to match the constrain as well as
the boundary conditions.
The volumetric particle sink and source are obtained from the neutral solver. To
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facilitate the solution, the cross field term S ⊥ is not calculated from first principles,
but prescribed depending on the total particle balance on each flux tube: the total
particle source is the difference between the the particle source and sink terms and the
plasma flow to the target. The cross field term is then “distributed” along the flux tube
uniformly.
The plasma solver does not include the energy equation. There are two reasons
for this choice: the plasma solver is a tool designed to obtain a solution which is as
close as possible to the experimental observation regardless of the physical processes
involved, and step by step add new features. With this method, the understanding of
the plasma solution can be improved with subsequent approximations. The second
reason is that the initial purpose of the development of the solver was to describe the
neutral particle behaviour in the Alcator C-MOD Tokamak SOL [80], and accuracy
of the plasma solution was required to obtain a realistic description of the neutral gas.
The OSM plasma solver is currently under active development and is being used to
simulate the plasma in the MAST spherical tokamak [81; 82].
5.1.2 The EIRENE Neutral Solver
The neutral solver coupled to the OSM model is the EIRENE Monte Carlo Solver
[91]. It is being developed and maintained at Julich by Dr Reiter. It has been used
extensively in both Tokamak and linear devices [70], and is currently becoming one of
the standard neutral solvers in edge studies.
In EIRENE the neutral solution is obtained by “following” the trajectory of a
large number of individual neutral particles as they travel through the plasma medium,
and then a statistics based on the behaviour of the followed particles is computed.
The solver can produce statistics for any kind of neutral particle: the accuracy of the
solution is essentially determined on the accuracy of the collisional databases available.
Different particle sources can be implemented in the code including wall recombi-
nation at the plasma wetted surfaces, impurity formation at the plasma wetted areas,
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C1 Atomic Hydrogen excitation H + e → H(n) + . . .
C2 Electron-Ion Recombination p + e → H(n)
C3 Molecular Dissociation H2 + e → H(n) + . . .
C4 Molecular Ion Dossociation H2+ + e → H(n) + . . .
C5 Negative Ion Recombination H− + p → H(n) + . . .
Table 5.1: EIRENE emission channels; H(n) represents an Hydrogen atom in either
the third or the fifth electronic state and the dots . . . any other reaction product
volume recombination (EIR), gas puffs, vessel leaks. Many particle sinks are also
implemented in the code; these include plasma ionization and active pumping.
The EIRENE plasma solver could be used to reproduce the spectral emission of the
neutrals. In particular the Hydrogen Balmer Hα and Hγ lines where calculated using
the AMJUEL database. The total intensity of the line was calculated by summing
five contributions: table 5.1 shows the five reactions included in the spectral emission
calculation.
The AMJUEL database [94] containing atomic and molecular crossectional data
related to neutral and ionic species commonly found in magnetic fusion devices is an
important component used in combination with EIRENE . The AMJUEL database
is developed by D Reiter with the EIRENE neutral solver. No other databases have
been tested in this work. Please refer to the online documentation [94] for a complete
description of the database sources.
An important contributor to the visible light emitted by a plasma when interacting
with a hydrogenic gas can be attributed to molecular ions formed either by electron
impact or ion impact (charge exchange) collisions, in particular the H2+ ion specie.
AMJUEL contains three different set of estimated populations of the H2+ ion depend-
ing on the collisional regime. As it will be shown in the following sections, a large
overestimation of the H2+ populations associated with the wrong collisional regime
initially used for the simulations has produces a large discrepancy with the observed
plasma emission. Figure 5.1 shows the estimations of the H2+ population contained in
the AMJUEL database.
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Figure a Figure b)
Figure 5.1: AMJUEL Molecular Ion Ratios [94]. Figure a: estimation of H2+ pop-
ulations from both Electron Impact and Charge Exchange processes (red fits for hot
neutral EH2(ν) = 0.1 eV, black line for cold neutral ν ∼ 0); figure b: estimation of H2+
populations from Electron Impact only
5.1.3 Approach to the ULS plasma Simulation
To simulate the plasma in the ULS device, two two-dimensional grids were developed:
the neutral and the plasma grids shown in figure 5.2. The plasma grid (top plot in figure
5.2) is devided in the central region where field lines had a “negative wall” at one end,
and a normal wall at the opposite end, and the external region where the lines had two
normal walls at both ends (particle flow is directed towards the wall at both ends of
the magnetic field line). At the negative wall a positive flux of plasma particle was
provided as boundary condition, whereas a negative particle flux (pointing towards the
wall) was used for the normal walls. This was done to reflect the plasma source at
the orifice of the target wall, which is essentially the source of all the particles in the
plasma volume (besides ionization).
The triangles in the EIRENE grid (bottom plot in figure 5.2) represent the radial
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Figure 5.2: Grids used by OSM/EIRENE. The green region of the OSM grid represents
the flux tubes where the “orifice wall” was implemented
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section of the neutral grid cells (EIRENE uses a 3D grid; the 2D grid in figure is rotated
around the axial direction). The region of smaller cells near the grid axis corresponds
to the region where the OSM and the EIRENE grid overlap and plasma-neutral inter-
actions are assumed to take place. The grid radius is about .05 m, smaller than the
physical dimension of the ULS (the ULS diameter is 28 cm); the reason for this is that
the neutral particles are assumed to distribute nearly evenly in the “vacuum” region. A
larger grid would have simply increased the computational time.
The diffusion pump, the possible particle loss at the target wall orifice, and the gas
puff were also included as particle sources and sinks in the neutral grid. The gas puff
was an essential component of the neutral particle balance since the plasma recombi-
nation at the target plate for all the experimental scenarios is nearly insignificant.
In each simulation the plasma density and temperature profile measured at the CLP
was used to constrain the plasma solution at all axial locations, and then the EIRENE
neutral solver was used to produce the simulated Hα and Hγ; these were then compared
with the divcam images.
5.2 Spectral Scenarios Simulations
The simulations have been primarily focused on the EIR and the Molecular dominated
scenarios presented in the previous chapter. Since the only portion of plasma that was
well studied with the CLP and the DivCam imaging system was the central region
of roughly 10 cm, the plasma solution has been simplified and no axial gradients have
been included in the simulation. The aim of the simulations was to reproduce an axially
uniform plasma, and compare the EIRENE predicted Hα and Hγ emissivity with the
divcam images. The intent of this work is to determine whether the low temperature
at the edge of the plasma combined with the relative medium high density (the CLP
measurement for the EIR case were 1018 m−3) could explain the strong recombination
light observed at the the large radial distance from the plasma centre.
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Figure 5.3: Results of the fits performed on the electron temperature and on the ion
density; the green solid line in the ni graphs corresponds to the same fittings parameters
for the Cylindrical Ash interpretation of the probe characteristics.
5.2.1 Plasma Profiles
The plasma properties observed were initially fitted by smooth functions before being
used in the plasma solver. Different fitting functions were tested using non-linear least
square fitting to obtain the model parameters. The best function was found to be a
“double Gaussian” function for the ion density profile:
n(x, xo, σ1, σ2) = No
(
2
3g(x − xo, σ1) +
1
3g(x − xo, σ2)
)
where xo the Gaussian centre, the two standard deviations σ1, σ2 and the normalizing
factor No were the free parameters of the model (g represents a Gaussian function
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normalized to one and x is the radial location).
The electron temperature was more difficult to interpret due to the limited ability of
the Langmuir probe system in determining the electron temperature in the Te < .5 eV
range. The molecular dominated case was associated to larger temperatures (Te > 1
eV within the plasma column and it reaches low values ≤ .5 eV only at large radial
distance); for this scenario a different function was considered, the “double Gaussian
with pedestal”:
T (x, xo, σ1, σ2) = To
(
2
3g(x − xo, σ1) +
1
3g(x − xo, σ2)
)
+ Tp
with the pedestal temperature Tp as an additional free parameter. The electron temper-
ature for the EIR dominated scenario was on the other hand very small (Te ∼ .7 eV in
the plasma centre), and therefore a simpler “Gaussian with pedestal” was used:
T (x) = Tp + Tc g(x − xo, σ)
where Tp, the pedestal temperature, could be either defined as a model parameter or
fixed to a specific value (in which case the only free parameters for the non-linear fit
would be Tc and σ). Since it was not clear which value to used for the Tp parameter
(all the electron temperature values at the edge of the plasma column are probably
highly overestimated), four different values for temperature pedestal were tested in the
simulations.
Figure 5.3 shows the results of the ni and Te nonlinear fittings against the original
data for both the EIR and the molecular dominated experimental scenarios. As it was
mentioned in the previous chapter, there is an uncertainty on the correct collection
surface to be used when the CLP Isat is used to derive a value for ni: the ion density is
related to the ion saturation current by equation 3.8:
ni =
Isat
0.6065 e− c Ash
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where Ash is the collection area of the probe sheath. When the plasma is strongly
magnetized, the ion collection surface may be reduced due to the deviation of the ion
trajectory as the plasma particles “follow” the magnetic field lines. For a cylindrical
probe of length l and diameter d with the cylindrical axis perpendicular to the magnetic
field (as the probes used in the ULS), the largest collection area when the plasma is
weakly magnetized corresponds to the total probe surface Ash = π l d (the circular
surface at the top of the probe is neglected), whereas the smallest surface is the probe
projection Ash = l ∗ d. The low and the high density fits shown in figure correspond to
the cylindrical and the rectangular Ash interpretation of the ion saturation current (the
two fits differ by a factor of π).
5.2.2 Neutral Pressure
Figure 5.4 shows the molecular hydrogen and the atomic hydrogen pressure computed
by EIRENE on the basis of the particle trajectory statistics. As it can be seen, the
atomic Hydrogen pressure is based on a very small number of particles (less then ten)
due to the strong imbalance of the particle sources: the molecular hydrogen in the
target chamber is dominated by the molecular hydrogen puffed into the chamber; the
atomic hydrogen is only produced by the wall recombination, which is insignificant
in proportion. EIRENE calculates the total number of computed trajectories on the
basis of the particle source strength and, therefore, only very few atomic particles
trajectories are computed. The nature of the kinetic model implemented in EIRENE
is also evident from the ayomic Hydrogen plot in figure 5.4: the effect of viscosity of
the other neutral particles on the sampled trajectories (self collisions of the neutrals) is
neglected, the only collisions included in the model are the plasma neutral collisions
(a thorough assessment of the effect of viscosity on the EIRENE code can be found in
S Lisgo [79]). This results in particles travelling in nearly straight lines.
EIRENE simulations shows that the neutral pressure is nearly uniform throughout
the target chamber. The average pressure is Ptar ∼ 0.75 Pa, the standard deviation
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Figure 5.4: Molecular Hydrogen (figure a) and Atomic Hydrogen (figure b) Pressure
predicted by EIRENE for the Cylindrical Ash EIR Scenario.
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between the cells is σP ∼ .05 Pa; the standard deviation is slightly larger near the grid
axis (at r ≤ .005 m), for these cells the standard deviation is σP,centre ∼ .2 Pa. The
reason for this behaviour is that near the grid axis the cells are much smaller (the cell
is the volume swept by each triangle when rotated around the axis) and the number
of particles crossing each cell follows a Poisson-like distribution (when the solution is
nearly uniform as in this case): since the number of particle travelling through each
cell is proportional to the cell volume when the particle density is nearly constant, the
error on the density (and on the energy density as well) calculated from a large number
of sample statistics will be σP ∝
√
Ncell/Ncell ∝
√
Vcell/Vcell, where Ncell and Vcell are
the particle number in a given cell and the cell volume respectively.
The dark rectangle in the top left of the grid of the molecular pressure corresponds
to the diffusion pumps: all particles entering the pump rectangle are immediately re-
moved from the computation; the region of large pressure immediately in front of it is
the location of the gas puff.
5.2.3 Molecular Scenario Emission
Figure 5.5 shows the EIRENE Balmer emission results for the Molecular dominated
case. Due to the uncertainty on the Langmuir probe interpretation of Isat, both the
“Rectangular Ash” and “Cylindrical Ash” plasma profiles have been simulated. The
lower density estimated when using the “Cylindrical Ash” produced a lower emission
compared with the “Rectangular Ash”; in the following section the predicted radiance
for the two cases has been labelled with the subscript U and M respectively. The
figure shows the total Balmer Hα and Hγ emission (top two graphs), the strength of
each emission channel (see table 5.1) in the middle and the bottom graphs.
The Hα profiles predicted by EIRENE for the Molecular case feature a large emis-
sion from the plasma centre within a region of r ≤ .05 m. In the central emissive
region the predicted radiance is nearly constant Lα,U ∼ 500 and Lα,M ∼ 1400 W sr−1
m−3 for the cylindrical and the rectangular Ash profiles respectively; in the region be-
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Figure 5.5: Molecular dominated Scenario: Balmer Hα and Hγ radial emission profiles
for the Rectangular Ash and the Cylindrical Ash plasmas prediceted by EIRENE (graph
to the left show the Cylindrical Ash simulations, the ones to the right correspond to
the Rectangular Ash interpretation); the channel components contributing to the total
emission are shown in c, d, e, f graphs (refer to table 5.1).
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Lα,M Lα,U Lα,M/Lα,U
C1 .018 .00095 19
C2 .0045 .0004 11.
C3 1.0 .29 3.4
C4 885. 315 2.8
C5 295 105 2.8
Total 1180 420 2.8
Lγ,M Lγ,U Lγ,M/Lγ,U
C1 .00056 4 10−5 14.
C2 .0025 .00018 14.
C3 .011 .0053 1.8
C4 46. 27 1.7
C5 .75 .12 6.
Total 47 27.5 1.7
Table 5.2: Molecular dominated Scenario: Balmer Hα and Hγ central emission for the
Rectangular Ash and the Cylindrical Ash profiles prediceted by EIRENE
tween .04 ≤ r ≤ .07 m from the plasma axis the emission rapidly decreases and for
r ≥ .8 the radiance vanishes. The Hγ profile behaves similarly, except that it is smaller
in value (Lγ,U ∼ 27.5 and Lα,M ∼ 47 W sr−1 m−3).
A summary description of the central emission for each individual emission chan-
nel calculated by EIRENE (plots c, d, e, f in figure 5.5) and the ratio between the
the rectangular Ash and the cylindrical Ash emission is shown in table 5.2. The two
greatest contributions to the spectral emission come from C4 and C5 (the contributions
from the molecular ions H2+ and H− respectively); C1, C2 and C3 are very small for
the molecular scenario. This conforms with the previous assumption that the greatest
component to the atomic Hydrogen emission during this experimental regime is indeed
from the molecular dissociative processes.
It should be noted that the radiance ratio between the rectangular Ash and the cylin-
drical Ash cases in the plasma centre is Lα,M/Lα,U ∼ 3 ∼ π for Hα, and Lγ,M/Lγ,U ∼
1.9 < π suggesting that while the Hα emission is strongly correlated with the plasma
density, Hγ is less so. The third column in table 5.2 shows the ratio for each individual
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channel. According to the ratios in the table, the emission channels can be divided
into the ones linear to the plasma density (channels C3 and C4) for which the relation
between the rectangular Ash and the cylindrical Ash emission is ∼ π, and the quadratic
channels (channels C1 and C2) where the ratio scales as ∼ π2 or more (the density for
the rectangular Ash and the cylindrical Ash cases is related by a factor of π while the
temperature is the same). Channel C5 is a small exception since in Hα the emission
ratio is 3.4 ∼ π, whereas in Hγ is 6. which is closer to π2.
A relatively important difference between the rectangular Ash and the cylindrical
Ash case is the “recombination wing” which forms at the edge of the emission profile
r ≥ .006 m where the emission become dominated by EIR (channel C2). The emission
from this region is much smaller than the emission in the centre of the plasma by about
4 orders of magnitude and therefore still insignificant.
Figure 5.6 shows the five contributions to Hα and Hγ for both the rectangular and
cylindrical Ash probe analysis and the emission measured with the DivCam system
for the molecular dominated case. From the figure it may be noted that while the
emission radial profile from channels C1 and C3 is essentially similar to the emission
measured apart from a conversion factor, channels C4 and C5, corresponding to the
molecular ion emissions, are in disagreement with the observed emission profile. This
discrepancy may be related to a large overestimation of the molecular ion population
for low temperatures Te ≤ 1.5 eV. A number of interesting conclusions can be drawn
by the comparison of the observed emission and the EIRENE prediction: it seems
clear that at least for the Hα spectral line both the MAR channels (C4 and C5) results
are largely overestimated and do not agree with the observation both as for the radial
profile (which seems to produce a “bump” at radial distance r ∼ .003 m) and in terms
of the total emission which appears to be 2 orders of magnitude overestimated. On the
other hand channel C3 corresponding to molecular dissociation by electron collisions
is relatively similar to the observed emission in terms of the radial profile as well as
the peak emission.
As it was observed in previous chapter, the observed Hγ results largly overestimated
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a) Hα Cylindrical Ash Case b) Hα Rectangular Ash Case
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between the emission channels and the total emission gener-
ated by EIRENE and the DivCam observation for the Hα and the Hγ Balmer Lines (for
both the Rectangular Ash and the Cylindrical Ash probe interpretation)
(the ratio of the Hα/Hγ for the molecular case is expected to be ∼ 50 → 500 against
the 10 observed) and the results of the simulation and observed emission in figure 5.6.c
and 5.6.d are shown for completeness.
The picture that seems to emerge from the plot in figure 5.6 is that the MAR chan-
nels predicted by EIRENE are largely overestimated; without these two channels, the
predicted emission seems to agree fairly well with the rectangular Ash case in terms of
the radial profile. It is not clear the origin of the discrepancy between the C3 and the
observed emission: it could be due to the imperfection of the monochromatic Hα filter;
it is also possible that MAR may contribute to the plasma emission.
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5.2.4 EIR Scenario Emission
Similar results have been obtained from the EIRENE modelling of the EIR dominated
case. Figure 5.7 shows the EIRENE results of the hydrogen spectral emission. As it
was expected, the emission from the recombining plasma at the edge of the plasma
(where r ∼ .004 m) is considerably larger than the one obtained for the molecular
dominated case simulation: the Hα EIR “tail” at r ≥ 0.0075 is ∼ 0.002 W sr−1 m−3
for the rectangular Ash molecular case (see figure 5.5.b) as opposed to the ∼ 25 W sr−1
m−3 of the EIR case.
The emitted light can be divided into the central region, r ≤ .002 m, where emis-
sion is essentially molecular (channels C4 and C5), and the outer recombining region
0.002 ≤ r ≤ 0.007 m where the emission is EIR dominated (channel C2). This be-
haviour is seen in both Hα and Hγ emission profiles. Similarly to the molecular sim-
ulations, the atomic hydrogen channel C1 is very small, and it has not been plotted in
figure 5.7.
It should also be noted that the rectangular Ash and the cylindrical Ash cases pro-
duce a similar emission profile: the two regions of molecular and EIR dominated emis-
sion can be seen in both cases with the only difference that for the Hγ spectral line the
EIR emission becomes actually larger than the molecular emission in the rectangular
Ash case (the rectangular case corresponds to larger ni estimations).
The comparison between the normalized EIRENE predicted emission and the Di-
vCam images for the EIR dominated scenario is shown in figure 5.8. The EIR simula-
tions seems to confirm well two of the conjectures at the end of the previous section:
1. the MAR channels (C4 and C5) are largely overestimated compared to the ob-
served emission: in the EIR dominated spectral regime, the plasma column emis-
sion is seen to disappeare; the EIRENE predictions on the other hand shows a
large emission from the plasma centre due to molecular processes;
2. the EIR channel C2 for the rectangular Ash case shows relatively good agreement
with the observation: if C4 and C5 are neglected, the emission in the radial
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a) Cylindrical Ash Case b) Rectangular Ash Case
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Figure 5.7: EIR dominated Scenario: Balmer Hα and Hγ radial emission profiles for
the Rectangular Ash and the Cylindrical Ash plasmas predicted by EIRENE; channel
C1 (atomic excitation) is negligible everywhere while C3 (molecular dissociation) is
≤ 10−10 and have not been plotted
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a) Hα Cylindrical Ash Case b) Hα Rectangular Ash Case
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c) Hγ Cylindrical Ash Case d) Hγ Rectangular Ash Case
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between the Emission generated by EIRENE (for the rectan-
gular Ash case) and the DivCam observation; the Divcam observed emission is normal-
ized to the EIR emission generated by EIRENE rather than to one
range r ≤ .004 m for both Hα and the Hγ lines is in very good agreement with
the observation confirming that the rectangular Ash interpretation of Isat is more
appropriated.
5.3 Turbulent Plasma Transport
As it was noted in the previous section, the DivCam observation of the radial profile
of the plasma emission in the EIR dominated plasma shows that the EIR tail is much
broader than the one predicted by the EIRENE model. A possible reason for this
discrepancy may be that the OSM model does not include transient phenomena such
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Figure 5.9: Density profiles used for the “Blob” EIRENE simulations; the percentages
shown in the legend refer to the size of the added Gaussian as compared with the
central plasma density thus the peak density of the density enhancement is equal to the
value of the density at r = 0.007 plus the blob density (an enhancement of 80% would
therefore correspond to a peak density roughly equal to the density measured in the
plasma centre)
as fluctuation and turbulent transport. The plasma solution obtained from the OSM
model is essentially constrained by the Langmuir probe data which is given to the
model as input; Langmuir probe sampling rates (the time needed by the probe to obtain
a value of the current for a given potential bias) are typically of the order of ∼ 1 msec
and any transient fluctuation quantity in the plasma parameter is averaged out over the
acquisition time. The model therefore fails to capture eventual contributions to the
emission due to the turbulent transport.
In the previous chapter, a series of images depicting a “plasma blob” moving at
large azimuthal and radial velocity around the plasma core were presented. The plasma
blobs were already mentioned in the introduction of this work in relation to enhanced
crossfield transport in the Scrape Off Layer of Tokamaks; they are self coherent plasma
structures which form in the presence of strong plasma gradients and can propagate ra-
dially at large radial distance from the plasma centre; they are also referred as filaments
due to their behaviour of forming filament like structure aligned with the magnetic field
lines. The plasma within the blob may have a relatively large density compared to the
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a) Hα 10 % Blob b) Hγ 10 % Blob
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c) Hα 20 % Blob d) Hγ 20 % Blob
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Figure 5.10: Blob Simulations Results; the percentage reported for each plot corre-
spond to the size of the “plasma bump” added to the ni profile (see also figure 5.9)
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Figure 5.11: Graphical depiction of a rotating blob imaged by DivCam
plasma background. If the electrons within the plasma blob cool to low temperature
before the blob dissipates as it moves radially (plasma density within the blob may be
reduced by several processes such as losses at the walls or blob expansion the empty
volume), internal recombination within the blob volume may become a strong contri-
bution to the EIR emission at large radial distances from the plasma axis.
An attempt has been made to include the presence of the plasma blobs in the
EIRENE model. To simulate the presence of the blob a “Gaussian bump” has been
added to the EIR density profile:
ni(r) = ncd(r, σ1, σ2, 0) + nbg(r, σb, rb)
where nc is the central density, d(r, σ1, σ2, 0) is the double Gaussian as described in
the previous section, nb is the internal density of the plasma blob and g represents
a normalized Gaussian function with standard deviation σb (the blob size) located at
radial location rb. The radial location of the plasma bump, rb, has been inferred from
an estimation of the average distance at which the spiralling blobs are seen with the fast
imaging (see figure 4.22 in previous section); this was found to be rb ∼ .007 m. Figure
5.9 shows the blob profiles tested in the simulations and the original double Gaussian
fit: various cases have been tested with different blob density (in the figure the blob
density is expressed in terms of a percentage, p, of the central density nb = pnc).
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Figure 5.12: Results from the spiralling blob emission: the emission from the region
where the plasma enhancement was added is reduced by a factor describing the rota-
tion of the blob around the plasma axis. The results are compared with the DivCam
observation
Figure 5.10 shows the results of three blob simulations corresponding to a density
enhancement of 10, 20 and 30 % of the central density. The addition of the den-
sity bump greatly improves the agreement between the DivCam observation and the
EIRENE predictions in the range 0.004 ≤ r ≤ 0.01 m: in particular the 20 % profile
gives a very good agreement throughout the recombining region 0.002 ≤ r ≤ 0.01 m.
A better estimation of the blob density has been inferred by considering also the
filament rotation around the plasma axis: as the blob rotates along the azimuthal di-
rection, it will emit at each location as it travels, producing a ring shaped halo. If the
blobs form at rb ∼ .007 m and have approximately a half width of σb ∼ .001 m, the
light emitted by the blobs should be reduced by a rotation factor of ρ ∼ (π2rb)/(2σb).
Figure 5.11 shows a graphical depiction of the blob rotation seen by divcam.
To obtain the predicted emission for the rotating blob, the total emission of the
EIRENE simulation using the “plasma bump” profiles (figure 5.9) and the emission
predicted for the simulations without the bump have been substracted and the resulting
emission has been normalized by the rotation factor ρ. The resulting emission is then
added again to the emission without the plasma bump. Figure 5.12 shows the results of
the rotating blob analysis for three blob sizes: the best estimation for the blob density
is between 50 to 60 % of the central density, which corresponds to nb ∼ 1. 1019 m−3.
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5.4 Molecular Emission Overestimation
For all the simulation cases presented above, a large overestimation of the emission
channels related to molecular ion emission in the EIRENE predictions is found. The
EIR dominated emission simulations show a large molecular emission from the plasma
centre close the axis whereas in the molecular dominated simulations both the central
intensity as well as the radial profiles are in strong disagreement with the observations.
It appears that the overestimation is only associated to the H2+ and the H− channels
(channels C4 and C5), while the other channels all agree well with the experimental
observations. In particular, the observed Hα and Hγ from the “EIR tail” is seen to agree
very well with the addition of the rotating blob to the model; the rotating blob model
also enabled to derive an estimation of the blob central density using the EIR emission
and comparing it with the EIRENE predictions.
One possible cause to this discrepancy is related to the molecular collisional model
implemented in EIRENE: the source of hydrogenic ions (H− and H2+) is inferred on
the basis of a CR model on the vibrational states of the H2(ν) molecule, which are
assumed to be thermalized at a thermal energy E(H2(ν)) ∼ 0.1 eV; the model also
includes ion-neutral charge exchange collisions. This is a fairly good situation in most
Tokamak devices where the plasma size in the divertor region is of the order of few
cm in the radial and several meters in the toroidal directions. It is possible that the
small plasma size and electron density of the ULS are not sufficient to sustain a large
excited population of the H2(ν) molecule and the majority of the excited molecules are
either transported away from the plasma volume, or decay. Also the charge exchange
collisions are assumed to take place within the first few cm from the orifice into the
target chamber, beyond this length charge exchange collision are very weak.
To verify how these two effects change the neutral solution, two additional sim-
ulations for the molecular dominated case have been tested. The AMJUEL database
used for these simulations, as well as providing the density ratios for the RH− = H−/H
and RH2+ = H2+/H assuming E(H2(ν)) ∼ .1 eV (as in the simulation presented above),
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Figure 5.13: Corrected Channels Simulations: figure a shows the simulation assuming
that no vibrationally excited states are present within the plasma; figure b shows the
simulation assuming no vibratinal excited molecules and no Charge Exchange reac-
tions
contains two additional sets of ratios, one assuming no vibrational states are excited
within the plasma and the hydrogenic ion formation take places only from the ν = 0 vi-
brational state; and the second set of ratios assumes that no charge exchange reactions
are taking place. Figure 5.13 shows the results from the additional simulations.
The EIRENE emission is much improved when using the lowest possible ratio
set (assuming ν ∼ 0 and no charge exchange processes). The peak emission for the
lowest emission simulation predicted by EIRENE is ∼ 12.5 W sr−1 m−3 while the
DivCam observation for the molecular dominated plasma is ∼ 7.5 W sr−1 m−3; this
discrepancy is considered within the experimental error given that the neutral pressure
was measured only at one location in the near proximity of the gas puff and may be
overestimated. The emission radial profile is also much improved: at r ≥ .004 m the
observed DivCam image appears to be larger than the predicted emission (about two
orders of magnitude), also the width of the central emission predicted by EIRENE
appears to be slightly larger than the one observed (a difference of the order of few
mm); yet the difference in width is within the error of the CLP measurements (the
probe dimension is ∼ 1mm) and the larger emission at large r can be attributed to
reflections of light from the target chamber wall.
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6Conclusions and Future Work
The ULS is a plasma device capable of producing a magnetized cylindrical plasma of
electron temperature within the range 0.1 ≤ Te ≤ 10 eV and ion density 1 1016 ≤
ni ≤ 5 1019 m−3. The device contains a separate target chamber where the neutral
pressure can be varied within the range 1. 10−3 ≤ Ptar ≤ 1 Pa independently from
the upstream plasma conditions. The target chamber of the ULS therefore is an ideal
experimental workstation to simulate the plasma and neutral conditions typically found
in a conventional tokamak divertor.
In this work the plasma interaction with the neutral gas within the Target Chamber
of the ULS device has been observed using Langmuir probes and the DivCam CCD
camera developed at the Culham Science Centre (Oxford). DivCam was previously
used to obtain highly detailed monochromatic images of the Scrape Off Layer visible
emission of the MAST spherical Tokamak. The only difference in the optical config-
uration of the DivCam imaging system as used to the observation of this work is the
imaging lens: the lens used in the original DivCam experiment was changed with a 25
mm Nikon lens to accommodate the device with the different experimental configura-
tion and obtain a larger imaging area on the CCD detector.
Two experimental scenarios associated with the two spectral regimes, the Molecu-
lar dominated and the EIR dominated regimes, have been developed and the DivCam
imaging system has been used to determine the cross-field structure of the plasma vis-
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ible emission. In particular the Hα Hβ, Hγ and Hδ Balmer Lines of the Hydrogen atom
have been observed. The images obtained have been subsequently inverted to obtain
the spatial plasma emissivity. Absolute calibration of the imaging system has enabled
the determination of the absolute emissivity of the plasma interaction with the neutral
gas.
The images of the plasma emission obtained with DivCam have shown a great
difference in terms of the radial (cross-field) structure between the molecular and the
EIR-dominated regimes. While the molecular emission is essentially constrained with
the plasma properties and the strongest emission is associated with the highest values
of Te and ni, the EIR emission is primarily emitted in a region surrounding the plasma
centre, at a location where both Te and ni are much lower compared with the plasma
centre. The EIR emission region is seen to extend from roughly 2mm to 10mm from
the plasma column axis; the highest intensity is seen at roughly 5.5 mm. In addition to
this, it is also seen a nearly complete suppression of the central emission, in the region
where the Te and ni are largest and some molecular emission was still expected.
Fast imaging of the plasma emission has shown the existence of small plasma
“blobs” emitting large amount of light spiralling around the edge of the plasma col-
umn; although the quality of the images obtained with the fast camera are not clear
due to the very small integration time and the relative dimness of the plasma emission
of the ULS plasma, yet it seems clear that the plasma blobs form and spiral around the
plasma at the same radial location where the strongest EIR emission is found. These
observations suggests a strong interconnection with the EIR mode of recombination
and turbulent transport.
The OSM/EIRENE package has been used to reproduce the observed plasma emis-
sion. The OSM plasma solver is based on a 1D fluid model including only particle
and momentum conservation along the magnetic field lines; it was originally devel-
oped to investigate plasma transport in the Alcator C-MOD Tokamak in Toronto by
Dr. S. Lisgo and has been subsequently reimplemented at the Culham Science Centre
for studies related to the MAST Scrape Off Layer. The EIRENE is Monte Carlo linear
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transport model which produces a description of the neutral behaviour in a vacuum vol-
ume where a magnetized hot plasma is present; it can be interfaced with a large number
of molecular and atomic collisional databases; for the work related here EIRENE was
interfaced to the AMJUEL database, the Additional Atomic and Molecular Data for
EIRENE. Both EIRENE and AMJUEL are currently under development at the Institut
fu¨r Plasmaphysik in Ju¨lich, Germany, by Dr. D. Reiter and others. EIRENE has been
coupled to a large number of plasma solver to investigate the behaviour of the neutral
gas in the vacuum vessel of many Tokamak devices.
For the modelling of the ULS plasma, the plasma parameters obtained with the
Langmuir probes for the EIR and the molecular scenarios have been provided to the
OSM plasma solver to set up a plasma background; the EIRENE neutral solver used the
plasma solution produced by OSM to infer the neutral particle density within the target
chamber and then determine the volumetric emission of the Hα and the Hγ Balmer
lines. The radial profile of the plasma emission obtained with EIRENE were then
compared with the DivCam observation. A number of interesting conclusions have
emerged:
1. initial simulations have shown a large overestimation of the emission from the
hottest region of the plasma, in particular the predicted emission associated with
Hydrogenic Ions (H2+ and H−) recombinations is larger than the observed emis-
sion by a factor of ∼ 103 for the molecular scenario, and no molecular emission
suppression in the centre of the plasma as observed by DivCam is seen in the
EIR scenario;
2. the predicted molecular emission is seen to change dramatically depending on
the collisional model used: the AMJUEL database include three sets of polyno-
mial coefficients of the expected populations of the H2+ and H− ions for differ-
ent plasma conditions and molecular hydrogen density; the first set assumes the
vibrational states of the hydrogen molecule within the plasma volume to be ther-
malized at a temperature of .1 eV (giving the largest ion densities), the second
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assumes that all ions are formed by either electron impact or charge exchange
processes with molecules in the vibrational ground state, the third assumes only
electron impact ionization of ground state molecules (giving the lowest density);
when EIRENE uses the third set of coefficients, the predicted emission is seen
to agree well with the experimental observations;
3. the predicted EIR emission from the edge of the plasma is seen to agree with the
observed emission only at small distance from the plasma centre, from 2mm to
about 4.5mm from the plasma axis; the peak intensity predicted by EIRENE is
located at 4mm; beyond 4mm the predicted EIR emission drops much faster than
the one observed and at 5.5mm (in the proximity of the observed peak emission)
from the plasma axis it is already less than a half of the peak value;
4. the inclusion of a small plasma enhancement to the radial ni profile at the radial
location where the plasma “blobs” are observed using the fast imaging technique,
the EIRENE results for the EIR emission at the edge of the plasma column is
seen to improve;
5. difference between the EIRENE results with the inclusion of the plasma en-
hancements have been used to infer the density of the plasma blobs, which is
found to be approximatively 0.7 ± 0.3 1019 m−3
Future developments of the project may include:
1. determine the nature of the “magnetic deteriorated” transport regime: the exis-
tence of a critical value of the magnetic field has been observed Bc ∼ .06 T; the
peak value of the density observed in the target chamber is linearly related to the
magnetic field strength for B ≤ Bc, while it decreases at larger values B ≥ Bc; it
has been speculated that this transition is associated with an increase of turbulent
transport;
2. investigate the existence of a third spectral regime where a large population of
rotational-vibrational Hydrogen molecules exists within the plasma volume: the
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plasma emission has a peak emission for a value of the target pressure of Ptar ∼ .4
Pa, when it is further increased the plasma emission is seen to decrease rapidly
to much lower values; this may be associated with the existence of two emission
regimes;
3. inclusion of axial gradients in the plasma parameters provided to the OSM plasma
solver: the EIRENE code has been used to interpret the radial structure of the
visible plasma emission only in the proximity of the Langmuir probe; a more
complete model should also include axial measurements of the plasma density
and temperature; this improvement would be very useful to understand the rela-
tion between parallel and radial transport in the ULS plasma.
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